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EXTRAMEETING.

5 May, 1914.
ANTHONYGEORGELYSTER,M.Eng.,President,
in the Chair.

THE

“

JAMESFORREST”LECTURE,

1914.

THE PRESIDENT,
said he had great pleasure in formally introducing
theLecturer,although
Mr. Lanchesterreallyrequirednointroduction, because he was alreadyknownto
the members-if not
personally, a t alleventsbynameandreputation-asone
of the
highest authorities in any country
on the subject of Aeronautics. H e
was glad to see from the large attendance that the subject of the
lecture had evoked so much interest. H e had had the privilege of
hearing from Mr. Lanchester some exceedingly interesting views on
the probable future of the wonderful science of flying. Those present
were not only able to enjoy the lecture from the point of view of
the general public, but were able to appreciate more intelligently
the intricacies of the problem and the prospects of its advancewas also theothersatisfactory
if somewhat
ment ; andthere
mercenarypoint of view-which appealed to mostmen
inthe
present days of keencompetition for alivelihood-that
it meant
additional scope for the employment of engineeringbrainsand
workmanship.

The Flying-Machine from an Engineering Standpoint.”
By FREDERICK
WILLIAMLANCHESTER,
M. Inst. C.E.

PREFACE.
lecture
an
endeavour is made to deal
with
I n this
come moredirectly
those problems in mechanicalflightwhich
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of the aeronauticalconstructor.Matters
of
essentiallyscientific interest,suchasthetheory
of stability,longitudinal,
lateral,
and
rotative
(or
asymmetric), have been in
for granted ;
the main taken
that is to say, the results
of existinginvestigations
have been assumedas estiablished fact.
Although primarily the
presentlecturehasbeen
addressed to those having
some initialacquaintance
with the subject, it is
necessary to make allowance for the rate at which
development has
taken
place of recentyears.
It
may now be said (in contrast to the position of a
fewyearsago)
thatthe
generaldisposition of the
main
functional
organs
of the flying-machine is
definitely established. The
diagrammatic elevation in
Fig. l will probably be
found of use to those not
fully au courant with the
anatomy of the modern
machine,’ and will in any
case serve to define, for
the purposes of the presentlecture,the
nomenclature of the main components.
The flying-machine
clearly has qualities which
render it unique as an

It is not intended that Fig. 1 should be taken as fully representative of every
existing type of machine. There are many variations of type in current use ; for
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instrument of locomotion, although its capacity is, in certain direcof these
tions,qualifiedby
sharplimitations,the
mostserious
being imposed by its highcoefficient of resistance. The position
is roughlysummarized
in Table I, in which a comparison is
instituted between most of the recognized methods of traction and
locomotion in current or commercial use. The high coelEcient of
resistance to which the flying-machineissubject
is inimical t o
highspeed, and is restrictive of the available range or radius
of
action.
TABLE~.-COEFFICIENTO
OF TRACTIVE RESISTAKCE.
Resistance.
Cent
Per
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
. . . . . . . . . . . 3 .00

Land.
Road vehiclesPneumatic
tire
.
Solidindia-rubbertire

Iron tire-

(a) On wood pavement
( b ) On macadam .

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .

Sleigh (wooden runners)Smooth
ice
. .

. . . . . . . . .
. . . .
Snow-covered cart-track
. . . . . . .
Loose snow,freshfallen, 6 inchesdeep . . .
Snow-covered road in good condition

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. 1.25
. { ;: to
.
to
. (:fi:ft)

Train on railsOrdinaryconditions . .
At low speeds(minimum)

:;

G:::
.

. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .

1 00
0.25

. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

0.70
0.25
0.10

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13.50
12.00

Water.
Ocean-going merchant vesselsAtlanticliner(“Lucania”)
12-knot cargo-boat . .
8-

2’20
3‘ 30

,,

Air.
Flying-machinesVoisin’. .
Wright
.

Weare so accustomed to-dayto consideraerialflight
as an
essentiallyrapid
mode of locomotion, that it is necessary to
._

example, the tractor propellershownin
Fig. 1 is by nomeansuniversal ; in
machines for certain purposes i t is considered inadmissible.
The values given here are those estimated by the Author in 1908, and are
probably too low ; they, however, fairly represent present-day practice.
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emphasize the fact that its speed is obtained not, as might readily
be supposed, by virtue of any show of economy-as is true of the
in spite of a coefficient of
largesteamshiporrailwaytrain-but
resistance and an expenditure of power of an altogether extravagant character. The flying-machine starts with a handicap on the
scoreof efficiency equivdenttoan
adversG gradient of approximately7or
8 percent.,andonthis
it piles up a directair or
“ w i n d ” resistance, as in the case of a motor-car or railway-train,
and following the same V2 law.Thehigh
speed associated with
aerial flight is therefore in no wise promoted by economic considerations, but rather by questions of expediency ; the main controlling
factors are the desirabilityof limiting to reasonable proportions the
wing-area employed, and the necessities imposed by the question of
stability. Beyond the above, when once it is understood that flight
cannot compete with the older modes of locomotion on the score of
economy, it becomes evident that it will need to justify itself on
other grounds, and it is both natural and logical to seek a compensatingadvantageinhigh
speed. Finally, it may be pointed out
thatthereliability
of the flying-machine, in whateverservice i t
may be engaged, clearly depends upon having at command a speed
of flight very much higher than the ordinary wind velocity ; this
condition alone will impose upon
the designer, for many years to
come, obligations of a most. exactingkind,both
as touching the
speed to be obtainedunder flyingconditions, andas concerning
the provision of a n appropriateandadequatelanding
chassis
and gear.
The limitation imposed on the total range of flight is probably
the most serious consequence of the high coefficient of traction with
which we are confronted. The total available energy of petroleum
fuel,employingexistingmethods,isroundabout
4,000,000 footpounds per pound of fuel, corresponding to a combined thermal and
mechanical efficiency of approximately 25 per cent. ; and, whenallowance has been made for propeller loss, we cannot count on more than
3,200,000 foot-pounds as available, or say 600 “ mile-pounds.” If
we assume a traction coefficient of 10 per cent. (a figure that has
scarcely yet beenreached), wefind that for10percent.
of the
weight of the machine carried as petrol the flight-range is 600 miles.
An estimate was given on a similar basis by the Author in 1907,
for the efficiency of bothengine
but lowervaluesweretaken
and propeller, the figure then givenbeing 360 miles: this latter
figure is not far from that of present-day achievement; the new
estimate represents an attempt to forecast the limit of possibility,
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which i t may be hoped may prove attainable by the gradual refinement of existing method, It may be considered fair to take about
one-third of thetotalweightas
reasonablyrepresenting the full
charge of petrol for a machine specially designed for long-distance
flying ; on this basis we have the possible range of flight represented
by a distance of 2,000 miles, or, in the language of the Services, t h e
radius of action is 1,000 miles.
The foregoing estimate has an intimate bearing on the possibility
of crossing the Atlantic by air, a subject which is at the moment
t o be
prominently
before
t h e public. The
minimum
distance
traversed is in round figures 1,700 miles, and since it is impossible
for the eerona.ut to reckondefinitely
on beingable
to renew
enroute, therangelimitmust
belegitimately
hispetrolsupply
considered as the decisive factor. It is evident that it is at present
scarcely reasonable to regard aflight of 1,700 miles as possible ;
with the best machine that
could be turned out to-day, and with
a run of 1,400 milesis a n
one-third of' the total weight in fuel,
outsideestimate; it would require a 40-per-cent.petrolload
to
enable the whole distance to becovered. The main hope of those
whopropose to take part in the
forthcoming attempt lies in the
fact that there is believed to exist a general eastward air-current
a t high altitude, sometimes estimated a t 20 to 30 miles per hour ; if
i t exists, such a current might, in effect, reduce the distance to be
coveredby 400 or 500 miles, or thereabouts,leavinga net 1,200
or 1,300 miles as representingtheactualdistance
to beflown.
Evidently there is a possible chance of successful achievement.
The maximum speed for which it is possible to design a machine
is (as in the case of maximum flight-range) likewise limited by the
question of resistance ; so far as the air considered as a track is
concerned, there is, within reason,no limit to the velocity that
might
otherwise
be attained.
I n considering the
question
of
maximumflight-speed, wefind ourselvesconcerned with a higher
coeficient of resistance than that which obtains under normal flight
conditions, since at high speed the direct or body resistance of the
machine becomes disproportionately high ; the detail considerations
governing the problem of maximumflight-speed are morefully
discussed in the body of the lecture. The present-day position may
besummarized
by saying that a maximumflight-speed
through
(i.e., relafiaely to) the air of about 120milesper hour is one for
which it is already possible to design, though it is likely that some
yearswill elapse before speeds materially in excess of this will
be reached.
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Thedirection in which advance is necessarybefore anygreat
increase of speedcan
be realized is that of reduction inthe
weight per horse-power of the motor; it is difficult to believe that
any great reduction in weight
can be effected on the best figures
available to-day without an undue sacrifice of reliability.
There is,moreover, anotherfactor(quiteextraneousto
flying
conditions proper) that at present puts a definite handicap on high
speed andpreventstheaeronautical
designerfromdoinghimself
justice in that direction ; namely, the backward condition of existing
accommodation in the way of alighting-gr0unds.lOwing
to quite
well-understood conditions, it is necessary before rising to attain R
speed on the ground not
verymuchless than the normal flightspeed of the machine, and so, in the case of a machine designed for
120 miles per hour maximum flight-velocity,
it would be necessary
to acquire a speed round about 80 miles per hour before leaving the
ground,which would necessitate a straight-line run of about 300
yards.Tocomplywiththiscondition,andtogivesafe
room
otherwiseforhandling
the machine, a flight-ground of a t least
+-mile length should be provided, having a surface far better than
is now customary.Beyond
this, since in bad weather it is undesirable either to start or to alight across the direction of the wind,
it would appear that a ground of not less than some 100 or 150
acres inextent
would
be
desirable. Atthe
presenttimethe
Author believes that the provision of well-appointed flight-grounds
of the area stated in different parts of the country would do more
to furtherthe cause of aviation thanan equalexpenditure
of
money in any other direction.
It is possible t h a ta t some futuretimethelanding-gear
of
machines may be so far improved that it may be found possible t o
alight on the ordinary high road ; also it may be that sections of
the highroadwill
be speciallywidened andfreedfromadjacent
obstruction to serve in cases of emergency. It is clear, however, that
the general use of the high road for this purpose would in any case
be open to very grave objection.

The use of the word“aerodrome,”introduced
by thePresstodenote
a
flight-ground, should be discouraged, inasmuch as that word had already taken its
place in the Englishdictionarywith
the significationoriginallyproposed
by
Langley to denote that which is to-day termed an aeroplane or flying-machine.
CompareWebster,
1907 edition ; supplement :-“ Aerodrome (L-Er-o‘-drGm),
(aero
Greek, Gpopos, a running), a flying machine composed of aeroplanes ; an
aeroplane. (Withillustration.) ”

+
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It might tre thought that the setting apart as flight-grounds of
such considerable u e a s of land as above indicated would impose too
serious a financial burden on flying, a t least for some time to come,
to be commercially possible. It is,however, to be borne in mind
that withpropermanagementsuchgrounds
could,especially
if
duplicated,beutilized
forgrazingpurposes:thus,
if anarea of
200 acreswereavailable,
a herd of some few hundred head of
cattle couldbe grazed,being transferred from onesection of the
ground toanother fromtime
to time. It is thereforeevident
that,underfavourable
conditions, the commercial aspect of the
during the period that
problemis by no meansoutrageous,even
must intervene before flying as a mode of locomotion can become
inany
sensepopular.Beyond
this,assuming
thatthe flyingmachine is able to justify its existence apart from its employment
by the Services, there seems no reason to suppose that the returns
of a well-equipped flying-ground might not easily become far greater
than the agricultural value of the land concerned, which a t t h e best
is but a few pounds per annum per acre.
Without looking so far ahead as has been attemptedinthe
preceding paragraph, it cannot to-day be disputed that the immediate future of the flying-machine is guaranteed by its employment
by the Army and Navy.
It isalreadyadmitted by military and
naval authorities that for the purpose of reconnaissance an aeronautical machine of some kind is imperative, and its more active
employment as a gun-carrying or bomb- (or torpedo-)bearing
machine will without question follow : its utility in this direction
hasalready been experimentallydemonstrated.
I n the Author’s
opinion,thereis
scarcely an operation of importancehitherto
entrusted to cavalry that
could not be executed as well or better
by a squad or fleet of aeronautical machines. If this should prove
true, the number of flying-machines eventually to be utilizedby
any of the great military Powers will be counted not by hundreds
but by thousands, and possibly by tens of thousands, and the issue
of any great battle will be definitely determined by the efficiency of
the Aeronautical Forces.
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“PERNAKENT
WAY.”

I n approaching the subject of the flying-machine fromthe
engineering standpoint, it is desirable to devote attention in the
first instance t o the air considered as theI ‘ permanent way.” When
the atmosphere is quiescentaglidingmodel
or aflying-machine
if supported
carves its way through the air in rectilinear flight as
far moreperfect
trackthanthe
on a perfectly-laidtrack-a
railwayengineerhashitherto
shown himself able tolay down.
Under suchconditions
the aeronauticalconstructorrequires
to
know the weightand coefficient of traction of the machine, the
velocity of flight, and the maximum gradient it is required to climb,
the problem thenresolving itself into the provision of ascrenpropeller of sufficient diameter and appropriate pitch to supply the
necessary thrust-reaction, and the fitting of a motive-power engine
propeller at its correct
(and, if necessary,gearing) todrivethe
speed. The horse-power
needed
is calculated just
as
in
any
other case of propulsion ortraction.
I n addition,theengineer
needs to be able to calculate the stresses necessary to the design of
hisaerofoiland
body structure, and to designasuitable
alightihg-chassis. For the present we shall assume that we have to deal
with a machine in being, and devote our attention to the peculiarities and properties of the aerial highway to which the machine has
to be adaptedandtoadaptitself.
I n F i g . 2 isrepresented the
flight-path of a hypothetical machine, plotted from a mathematical
equation. The hypothetical machine differs from
an actual flyingmachine, or glider, inasmuch as it is assumed t o be quite small in
comparison to the minimum radius of curvature of its 5ight-path,
a t its centre of gravity
its wholemass is takenasconcentrated
(consequently it has no moment of inertiaaboutitstransverse
axis), and it is presumed to experience no resistance in flight, or
alternatively, it issupposed to haveapropellingforceconstantly
its resistance.Referringto
appliedequal
a t everyinstantto
Fig. 2, it is seen that the straight-line flight-path is represented by
a horizontal line, path No. 1 ; here the velocity of the machine is
equal to that acquired by a body falling freely through a distance
H, constitutingthedistance
betweenflight-path No. 1 andthe
datum-line.Forthishypotheticalmachinethere
is an infinite

’

Reproduced from Fig. 42 of “Aerial Flight,” by F.
London, 1908.

W. Lanchester,

vol. ii.
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number of other possible flight-paths, the whole series being represented by the equation-

H
e = __
3 H ,

C
+ z ’
from which the samples given are plotted.
cos
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It will be seen thatthe seriescomprisestwonotablespecial
No. 1, secondly, the
cases,l first, we have thestraight-linepath
exact semicircle No. 7.
Theflight-paths, or phugoids, Nos. 1 to 6, of lessamplitude
than the semicircle, are those which are of chief concern. from our
present point of view ; the cases beyond the semicircle, in which the
curve has no point of inflection, and in which the machine “loops
the loop,” are in the main only interesting from the point of view
of the mathematicianandthestudent
of “ trick-flying.”These
Fig. 3. I n both
inflectedcurveshavebeenmorefullyplottedin
Figs. 2 and 3 the velocity at any point is that corresponding to a
body falling freely from the datum-line. Thus, given the normal or
natural flight-velocity V,,, the scale of the chart is determined by
the calculation of H,, from the equation of the falling body
H, = -.

VnZ

%7

Although,asalreadystated,theflight-paths
given in Fkp. 2
and 3 represent,strictlyspeaking,ahypotheticalmachine
that
only faintly resembles an actual machine, the difference has but
little effect on the validity of theseflight-pathcharts.
I have
effect of moment of inertia about
shown a that in the main the
the transverse axis is to cause the amplitude of the oscillation to
increase, so that the machine, or glider, will pass by imperceptible
stages from one curve
to another in the order they are
numbered
on the
chart,
eventually
leading
to
instability.
I have also
demonstrated that the assumption of a constant horizontal propulin equilibriumwiththe
siveforce, in place of a forcealways
resistance, has the reverse effect, and tends to damp out an oscillation and diminish the path amplitude. We
may thus in any freeflightmodel, or glider,have the flight-pathunstable,neutral,
or
table,^ according to which (if either) influencepredominates.
In
an actual flying-machine we may also have the flight-path unstable,
neutral, or stable, but here experience has shown that a skilled
pilot is well able to handle a machine even though its natural flightpath may be unstable ; inspite of this, calculation shows that,
speaking generally, machines as flown to-day are not far, one way or
theother, from theneutralstate.
From the engineer’spointof
view it is unimportant whether the flight-path stability is inherent
There is a further specialcasewhen the value of H becomes infiuirc
flight-path becomes a circle of radius = 2 H,,.
* “Aerial Flight,” vol. ii, $852 et seq.
This kind of stability is frequently termed dynamic stability.

the
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in the machine, or whether, so to speak, the finishing touches have
to be given by the pilot himself.

l

l

!
l

.L

!

The point I wish t o make clear atthe
present
juncture
is thatthe
curves,plotted
from a mathematicalequation,
do
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actually apply with reasonableexperimentalexactitudeto
models
a disturbanceacting
on any
andto
machines in flight.Thus,
model in free flight will set up periodic undulations in the flightpath, and these have within the limits of experimental observation
both the time-periodandphase-length
corresponding totheir
theoreticalvalues inrelationtothe
flight-velocity. Some experimental determinations,’ showing the reality of this relation made
with models in free flight, are given in Table 11.
TABLE11.

.

Flight-velocity
.
Theoreticalphase-length

. .

Measured
,,
,,
Theoretical
time-period

. .
. .
. .

Measured ,,

. .

,,

feet per second
. . . feet
. . . feet

. .
.

.

second
second

The phugoid, or flight-path, chart is capable of useful application
in moreways
than one. Any movement of the tail-planeor
“ elevator,” for example, by altering the attitude of the main aerofoilcauses the machine to become self-supporting a t alower or
higher velocity, that is to say, alters its natural velocity, and we
may thus represent such a change in the manner indicated inFig.4.
Pig. 4.

Herea machineispresumed
t o be flying at a certainvelocity
and at the
point n its elevator
corresponding to the height HVL,
is altered to correspond to a lower flight-velocity corresponding to a
height /hyL ; this is equivalent to altering thescale of the chart a t t h a t
point and the subsequent path of the machine is represented by the
phugoid curve LI b. This path may undergo damping, due either to
Tilhulated from

I‘

Aerial Flight,” vol. ii, $69.
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the inherent stability of the flight-path or to the intervention of
the pilot, as shown by theline a c. In the case of a model of
unstable flight-path with no intervention from the pilot the flightpath becomes one of augmented amplitude, Q d.
When a machineis fitted with an elevator (or adjustable tailplane) of large surface, it is possible for the pilot to take such entire
charge of his machine that he appears be
to designing hisown flightpath curves rather than modifying or damping the naturalcurves of
the equation. It is quite true that this is one way to fly; it is, in
fact, the old Wright method of flying, the original Wrightmachines
having been furnished with a front elevator carrying little or no
load. That type of machine, however, may be regarded as a thing
of the past. The Wright machine could be “piled up” by inattention or want of skill at any moment, and if once its flight-velocity
fell below R certain value, either from want of attention on the part
of the pilot, or from a wind gust from abaft or other cause, the
pilot was definitely unable to restore his normal flight condition ;
it is forthis reason that the Wright type
of machine has been
aband0ned.l

INSTABILITY.
2. CATASTROPHIC
Before entirelyquittingthis
branch of thesubjectattention
will be directed to a point first raised by me withinthelast
12 monthsunderthetitle
of CatastrophicInstability.
It is a
curious factthat,although
I andotherinvestigatorshad
been
studyingthequestion
of stability by variousmethods for some
20 years more or less, and such itemsaslongitudinalstability,
lateral stability, and a form known as asymmetric or “rotative ”
stability, have been “ catalogued ” and investigated, both theoretiPractically the whole of the distinctive features of the early Wright mcachine
have disappeared to-day ; for example, the tailless machine is a thing of the past,
nearly every modern machine being fitted with a tail-plane. The forward elevator
i a obsolete or nearly so. The twin propeller has given place to the single propeller in almost every case. The gear-driven propeller also has been abandoned.
return. The
The exposed position of the pilot, engine, etc., has gone, never to
Wright method of launching on runners and alighting on skids also is a thing of
the past. The biplane construction and the fore-and-aft vertical surface
have to
some extent survived, but these features were in no wise new when adopted by
the l i g h t brothers. The wing warping and vertical rudder (neither feature in
itself new), operated by the Wright brothers from one control-lever in common,
are nowadays operated from two entirely separate controls. A critical discussion
of t h e main features and facts concerning the Wright machine will be found in
a Paper by the Author read before the Aeronautical Society, printed in
full in
Engineering, December 18th, 1908.
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CXCVIII.]
S
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cally andexperimentally,
a form of instability which m;Ly in
practice be f a r moreserious and deadly,has until quite recently
escaped notice. Therearecertaintypes
of flight model, of which
the ordinary ‘‘ ballasted plane ” is an example, in which the flightplane
the
path is ambiguous. I n the case of the ballasted
position is quite simple ; this type of model is symmetrical, it has
no “ upsidedown ” ; if launched at its correctflight-velocity to
travel on flight-path No. 1 (Fig. 2) it is equally capable of travelling
on a n alternativeflight-pathintermediate
to thosenumbered 11
and 12, the only
determining
factor
being
whether
at the
moment of launching the pressure reaction isin anupward or downA veryslightwant of skill in launchingone of
warddirection.
these ballasted planes givesa t once the inverted flight-path(Fig.5a) ;

likewise a gust or disturbance acting on a model of this kind in
flight,maybe
sufficient toinverttheflight-pathanddetermine
its downfall. I n Fig. 5 b the normal andinvertedflight-paths
0 A and 0 B are shown intheir relation tothetrajectory
of
anordinary
projectile 0 C. From our presentpoint
of view,
regarding the air :%S the “permanent way,” the position is as though
a number of
the model, or machine,werecontinuallycrossing
facing points arranged, not quite as on a railway, but in a vertical
sensu (Fig. G), so that the machineisalways i n danger of being
switched off on to an inverted flight-path cc cc, if an aerial disturb-

’ A rectangular plate of mica, convenient,ly 0.003 inch thick, 8 inches X 2 inches,
ballastecl at the centre of the leading edge. C o n l p r e “Aerial Flight,” vol. i
p. 231 ; voi. ii, 11. 4.
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:mce of therightkind
and of snfiicient rnagnitude and duration
happens t o Ire encontltered.'
Fig. 56.

In my opinion the soundest way t o avoid danger from this
Thedisastrousnature
of thissudden inversion of the flight-path may be
gauged from the fact that i t represents in effect a complete reversal of gravity,
the machine is accelerated downwards with a force comparable to that previously
giving it support, and any loose tools, instruments, or fitments, as well as the
pilothimself, are liable to bejettisonedbythe
machine, whose subsequent
career is an upside-downflightcarried
out on its own account.Thefacts
on
recordrelatingto
the fatalaccident t o MajorMerrick a t t h e , CentralFlying
School (3rd October, 1913), point strongly t o catastrophic instability as the cause.

S 3
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cause is to experimeut in n wind channel with scale models, both of
the aerofoil and of the machine :ts a whole, prepared fromthe
working drawings.
According tothe evidence that hasbeencollected
uptothe
present, the lift-diagram for any machine passes without break
of
continuity from positive to negative values, and the angle of incli-

t-

nation is a single-valued function of the pressure-reactiona a, Figs. 7
and 8. The pitching moment is in some cases a curve of similar
character, b b, Fig. 7 ; in other cases it is of the form b b, .Figs. 8a
and 8b, the latter of which represents the case of the ballasted plane.
I n Fig. 7 the model may be considered as catastrophically stable,
but in Figs. 8, and 8 b there is instability ; there are three positions,
or attitudes, of the machine, a t which the pitching moment is zero,
the outer two, p , and p z , defining respectively the stable positions
of normal and upside-down flight; and p 3 marking the critical angle
of unstable equilibrium when the machine passes from one state to
the other.
I n Table I11 (p. 262) are given resultsof some experiments recently
carried out with a model machine at the NationalPhysical Laboratory. These were
not directed t o the point in question, but serve
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TABLE111.
Angle
of
Pitch.

____

Chord as

Datum.
- 14

+0-0264

- 12
:l:

- 6
- 4

1

- 2
0

+0-0152
+0*0063
-0.0015

+o.oo30

2

+0.0070

4

+0.0102

6

+0.0210

S
10

+0*0218

I

I

12

14

~

Angle of stable equilibrium upside down.

-0.0059
-0.0049

-0.0014
1

<

<

;

~

1

i

+o.oo~l

18

-0.0043

18

-0.0173

Critical angle of catastrophic change of flight-path.

~

+0.0127

+0.0026

I

<

Angle of stable equilibrium right way up.

incidentally as an apt illustration, and roughly
form the basis of
the plotting Fig. Sa.
I n t h e experimental figures as tabulated, the evidence of catnstrophic instability is seen in the column headed pitching moment ;
whenever therearethreechanges
of signt,he model is catastrophically unstable.
Referring to Fig. S a , it may be observed that the character of the
pitching-momentcurvedependsprimarilyupon
the form of the
aerofoil, the position of the centre of gravity, and the effective area,
By alteringthe angle of the tail-plane (or
of thetailmember.
by altering its
effective angle by moving the
flap known as the
elevator) the datum-line of Fig. 8a is in effect raised or lowered,
but the form of the curve itself is not materially changed. It is
be catastrophically
evident,therefore, that a givenmachinemay
stablewithincertainlimits
of the :ItljIwtment of itselevator;
that is to my, referring to Fig. S a , it will be seen that the datunline may eithercutthecurve
once or threetilnca;therange
of
ndjustment of the elevator that results in cutting the curve once
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leaves the xachine catastrophically stable, but when the elevator is
adjusted so thatthedatum-linecutsthecurvethree
times the
machine is catastrophically unstable. I n such a case as that shown
by thedotteddatum-linein
X q . 8a, in which the machine is
catastrophically stable, the form of the pitching-moment curve is
still open to objection. Not only is i t always possible forthe
pilot to bring about catastrophic instability by nu otherwise wellintentioned movement of his elevator, but the restoring couple for
pitching beyond a small amplitude ceases t o follow even approxithe
matelythestraight-line
law, R factthatinevitablyimperils
flight-pathstability.Evenwhen,
as illustrated in Fig. 9, the
pitching-moment curve b 2, never passes the horizontal, and SO cataFig. 9.

r

strophic instability is no longer to be feared, the conditions are not
satisfactory,'since there may be a considerable change of attitude of
the machine withoutgivingrisetoany
commensurate restoring
couple.
Theundesirablekink
inthepitching-moment curve, shown in
Figs. 8a, 8b, and 9, i s duetothe movements of thecentre of
pressure of the aerofoil itself inrelationtotheposition
of the
centre of gravity. The tail-plane alone will give a pitching-moment
curve of the type illustrated in Fig. 7,but the fore-and-aft change
of position of the centre of pressure of the aerofoil, a t difl'erent
angles of attack, gives rise t o a pitching-moment curre whose exact
of gravity.
chnrxter depends upon the position of thecentre
Should this correspond to a ' positively loaded tail, n curve of the
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type b b, Fig. 10, will result ; this, superposed on the tail component,
imparts to thepitching-moment curve of the complete machine the
kink shown i n Fig. 8u.
I n order to makedefinitely sure of a satisfactory pitching-moment
curve for the complete machine, the pitching-moment curve of the
aerofoilaloneshould,
at nopoint,exhibit
a n inversetrend.
To
achieve this it is necessary to bring the centreof gravity appreciably
in front of the most forward position of the centre of pressure of
the aerofoil, so that the tail-plane will under all conditions carry a
slight negative load. Taking it as a basis t h a t a t t h e worst point
Fig. 10.

the pitclling-moment curve for the aerofoil alone s l d l be llorixontal
(the form of curve shown in Fig. g), the geometrical construction
given in F,ig. 11 m:ky be employed to give a suitablelocation to
the centre of gravity ; here the locus of the centre of pressure (as
experimentally determined) is given by the line n (c t r , the pressurereaction curve is shown by the line 1) b b, the dynamic zero being on
the line 0 'si. A number of tangents t o the pitching-moment curve
are drawn at random from points
on the axis 0 Y, and itre produced a distanceequal to their own length beyond the point of
contact, the extremities of these tangents defining a curve d d d.
Draw g g tangent to d d d, then the centre of gravity should be
situated on, or forward of, the line g g. The location of the centre
tlu:
of gravityonthisline
gives a pitching-momentcurvefor
aerofoil alone wl~osepoint of inflection is Iwrizontd (as in FLY.:)>.
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If we assume the machine flown a t a normal speed corresponding
to the maximum lift/drift ratio of the aerofoil(curve c c c ) , the
centre of gravity in this particular case is one-eighth of the chord'
length in advance of thecentre of pressure.Assuming
the tail
length equal to three times the chord (as in the " B.E. 2 " type of
the RoyalAircraftFactory,
whose outlineelevationisgiven
in

P
$'L!/. I), this is equivalent to n negative lot~don the tail equal to
0.04 (4 percent.) of the weight of the machine.* A machine so
ballastetl may hc regnrdetl as :tbsohtely secure from catastrophic
1 -4 similar conclusion was reached by me some 8 years ago, btlsed onan
entirelydifferentmethod of investigation. For model experiment a negatively
Le advantageous ; the figure 0.035 is given in
loadecl tail was foundto
'' Aerial Flight," vol. ii, p. 336. It is desirable to work with a less proportion of
negative load from the point of view of keeping the resistance low ; evident.ly
the matter is one for compromise. In any case the position of the point defined
by t h e line g g in Fig. 11, is an important landmark ; i t should he ascertained
for every individual aerofoil anti should form thc datunl in 1,elation t o \vIhicIk t1w
position of the centre of gmvity is specified.
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instability and as having a pitching-moment curve of an adequate
character.
' I n connection withthepresentsubject
it isworthy of remark
that in a well-designed aerofoil the most forward position of the
centre of pressure is never far removed from the point of maximum lift/drift ratio ;l this fact is of importance, inasmuch as it
permits a considerable range of movement round about the attitude
of normalflightwithoutintroducinggraveirregularitiesinthe
it notforthistherequiredconpitching-momentcurve.Were
ditions might frequently be far more difficult of fulfilment than is
actually the case.

3. THE Lam

OF

RESISTANCE.

Having established the general character of the airway, or track,
on which the flying-machine is sustained, we pass directly to the
consideration of the law of resistance, as determining the coefficient
of traction,on which depends the power expenditure. It is customaryandcorrect
t o regardtheresistance
encountered by :L
machine in flight :M made up of twoparts;
first, thedirect
resistance common to flying-machines, dirigibles, motor-cars, ships,
etc., in other words, theordinary reRistance experienced by :my
vessel or body in its passage through n flnicl, which varies npproxisecondly, the flightmately2 as thesquare of thevelocity;and,
resistance proper which follows a n entirely digerent regime.
So far as the pilot or aviator himself is concerned, all the direct
resistances-may be regardedas of the same kindand
grouped

This' is not in the nature
of a coincidence : a well-designed aerofoil at its
attitude of least resistance meets
snd leaves the stream-lines representing the
relativeair-flow (inthe region of its mid-section)conformably.Under
these
conditionssmallchanges
of attitude one way or the other do not causeany
abrupt change inthe aerodynamicsystem.Suchexpedientsasflattening
the
extremities and giving a reflex curve to
the trailing edge art) a t t h e command
of the designer as means by which movement of the centre of pressure may be
controlled.
The V2 law, it would appear, in no case exactly represents the actual facts ;
the departures from this law occur in various and sometimes most unexpected
directions. I n t h e case of resistance due to skin-friction sufficient data exist to
enable the degree of departure from the law to h computed : in other cases, as
for example, in the pressure reaction experienced by an inclined plane or aerofoil,
been demonstrated, and w e being gradually
departures of a different kind have
In spite of theseshortcominqs, the
elucidated b,y esperimentalinvestigation.
fouudation theory of flight is to-day, UILI 1)rol)uLlywill coutinue t o Le, based 011
the V
' law.
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together, namely, the sum of the eddy-making and skin-frictional
resistances due to the body, the alighting-chassis and the various
struts,staysandspars,whether
belonging tothe body of the
machine or to the aerofoil ; also the engine resistance (if exposed),
the radiator, and the frictionally
exposed surfaces of the rudders, fins
(verticalsurface),and
of the aerofoilitself.Resistancefromall
these causes varies approximately as V2,and so can be represented
by a n equivalent normal plane, which is one of the resistance constants of any given machine ; it may be represented by a parabolic
of speed of which the
curve a a , Fig. 12, covering therange
machine is capable.

Fig.12.

L

t

L

0 VEL

Y

9

50

F?/S6C

100

I

From the point of view of the pilot, the aerodynamic resistance
b b, which goes to make up the total c c (Fig. 12), follows, within
limits, the inverse-square law, namely, varies RS 7c/V2, where 7c is a
constantdeterminedby
the design of the aerofoil ; there is a
critical angle which defines the low-relocity limit of this lam, and
a t best the inverse-square law is but :m :Lpproximation ; it is the
correct law to assume for a n undefined form of aerofoil, but every
individual design has its own particular manner of variation, which
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must be ascertainedbyexperiment.Theexperimentaldeterminations for any aerofoil include, with the aerodynamic resistance, the
skin-frictionalresistance, and a certain amount of other inseparable direct resistance, so that if experimental values are taken these
resistances should not be again included in the computation of the
equivalent normal plane.
From the point of view of the designer things assume a somewhat
be drawn betweentwo
differentaspect, and a sharplinehasto
different classes of direct resistance. I n t h e first place there is the
body resistance, which is takento include the resistance of all those
partssuchasbody,alighting-gear,
etc., which is independent of
the design of the aerofoil. I n t h e secondplace there is the direct

0
F E E T

P E R

S E C

aerofoilresistance, including the skin-friction and strut and stay
resistances,which are variablesdependingupon
thearea,span,
the
and design of the aerofoilitself.Bysutficientlyextending
aerofoil the designercanreducetlleaerodynamicresistance(as
pleases, withinthe
shown by Langley) toas low a valueashe
limitprescribedby
the question of the addedweight;butthis
reduction inthe aerodynamicresistance
is accompanied by a n
increase of skin-frictionalandotherdirect
aerofoilresistance, so
that for anygiven machine and designed velocity there is an extent
of aerofoil beyond which it does not pay to go ; there is definitely a
tlesign of least rc:sist;tnco.
I have shown that, treating the matterfromthe
blond stnn(1-
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point, of general
theory,
t’he
conclition of least
resistance
is
reached when the aerodynamic and direct resistances of the aerofoil
are equal to one an0ther.l This is illustrated
by Fig. 13a, in which
(as in Fhy. 12) a represents thegraph
of the directresistance (R ct V’), and 1) that of aerodynamic resistance (R cc 1/V2),
and c is the total. I n Fig. 13b a similar result is shown in which
as representing more
the plotting is givenforconstantvelocity,
literally the problem as presented to the designer.
I n Fig. 14 we have,diagrammatically, the result of designing
a number of :herofoils tothe condition of leastresistance.Each
of the graphsshown represents theresistance of an aerofoil designed

to a different specified area to carry a given (constant)load W ; thus
each curve is of the character of the curve c in Fig. 13a, and it is one
of the results given by the theory in question that theminima of all
these curves is constant. In other words, underthe conditions of
least resistance, the aerofoil resistanceis independent of the velocity.
is based
Thegeneraltheoryon
which the foregoingresult
depends upon and is subject to the limitations of the 1/V2 law of
aerodynamicresistance. This lawcorresponds to the straight-line
law as correlating pressure and angle, and is a close approximation
between useful limits, but it breaks down a t a certain critical maxi%

“Aerial Flight,” vol. i,2nd ed., ch. vii, London, 1909.
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nlum angle (tlepending nlninly upon the aspect-ratio), as shown in
Fig. 14.

V E L 0 C I T Y

the examples given in Figs. 15a and 15b. The square plane follows
a straight-line law up to about 30", whereas in the plane of aspectFig. 15a.

0"

ID"

30'
40°
50'
60"
70'
INCLINED
P L A N E (EIFFEL)

21"

80'

80'

N U M E R A L S G I V E ASPECT-RATIO

ratio = 6 the limit is about 12". The breakdown of the law a t these
limiting angles puts a very definite limit to flying a t low speed.
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I have further dcnlonstrated that the condition
of least resiatnnce implies, for an aerofoil of any given aspect-ratio,adefinite
Fig. 15b.

value of theangle of trail,2 p, Fig. ZG ; the chordangle,except
where a plane laminais used, is anincidental,andnot,asfrequently supposed, a quantity of fundamental importance ; calculated

values of trail-angle p for least resistance
are given in Table IV.
Thusanyaerofoilproperly
designed forleastresistancefor
any
“Aerial Flight,” vol. i, ch. viii.
It is not easy to define the angle of trail of an aerofoil when the section is
one of considerable body ; clearly i t is something intermediate between the upper
and under surfaces, probably more nearly approximating to the former, as s h o w n
by the dotted line in F%. 18.
2
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givenvelocity of flight will bi: correctlydesigned for every other
velocity provided that its load per unit area be varied as the squarc
of the flight-velocity.
TABLEIV.-VALUES

l-------- .

AspectRatio.

4

l

,

OF

B (ANGLEOF TRAIL)FOR LEASTRESISTANCE.

< = 0.020.

l

0.189 = 10.S'

1

0 . 1 9 6 ~11.2"

1

f=O.OlL

0.163

=

1

9.3O
I

0.169
= 10.03
9.7'
0.174 =

5

0.202 = 11.6'

(i

0,206 = I I - S C

0.178

7

0.212 = 12.15"

0.183 =10.5"

8

0'21Y = 12.5O

0.189 =10'8'

= 10.2'

~

'
i

< = 0'010.

_____-

0.133 = 7.6'
0.135 = 7.9'
0.142 = 8.1"
0.145 = 5.3'
0.149 = 8.5O
0.154 = 8.8O

~

It thus becomes possible to prepareTables of mean pressure values
corresponding to least resistance for different flight-velocities and
differentvalues of aspect-ratio (Table V). Tables IV and V are
reproduced from my "AerialFlight,"
vol. i, pp. 261,262 and
271, the variable factors in addition to the
flight-speed being the
aspect-ratio,whichishereshownastabulatedforvaluesfrom
3 to 8, and the double-surface coefficient of skin-friction,values
of which aretaken from 0.01 to 0 . 0 2 . Thesevaluesfor
skinfrictionareonthehigh
side, but as :m actualfactthe
values
given do fairlyrepresentthetotaldirectresistancethatin
practicedependsupon
the area of the foil, and whichrequires
to be included in the useful application of the theory ; the higher
values,generallyspeaking,
represent more closely biplaneconditions,a.nd the lowervalues are moreapplicable in the case of
the monoplane.
It would seem probable fromrecentexperimentthat
my conclusions, as given in Tables IV and V, though in the main correct,
require revision-atleast
in aquantitative sense. Thus,plotting
valuesof the pressure-constant,derived as from TableV,for &= 0.015,
and different values of aspect-ratio, and also as determined for the
condition of least resistance(max. lift/drift) by the National Physical
Laboratory (Fig. 17),we find the two in perfect agreement for an
in thesame direcaspect-ratio of 6 ; we also findthat both graphs slope
tion, namely, they give a higher pressure-constant as appropriate to
higher aspect-ratio. W e do not, however, find justification
for the
extent of the difference as given in my Table : the N.P.L. curve
gives the effect as very slight indeed, in fact, almost negligible; thc
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pressure-constant for the aerofoil tested might be assunled as 0 . 3 2
for all values of aspect-ratio without serious error.1
I n Fig. 18,the N.P.L. curve from Fig. 17 has been plotted for
comparison with the curve of the normal plane,
It is well known
that the pressure-constant of the normal plane is greater for planes
Fig. 17.

of elongated form ; the normal-plane curves givenin Fig. 18 are based
on the determinations of Langley and Dines, as given in cc Aerial
Flight ” (the upper curve), and the more recent determinations of
Mr. Eiffel, the values according to this authority being very much
lower. On the left, on the line aspect-ratio= 1, we have the value
as determinedby
theNationalPhysical
for the squareplane
this
Laboratory, and a curve is shown (dotted)directedtowards
point as being the nearest we can at present do towards a representation of the truth,
L The series of observations from which the curve marked N.P.L. in Fig. 17
was plotted are those given in Advisory Committee Report 1911-1912, Memorandum 60, 5 vi, Plate 3 ; the section of the form of aerofoil used is given in the
lteport,and is reproduced in section in Pig. 18. The value of the pressure-

constant (at maximum lift/drift) evidently varies considerably for different forms
of section. Rejecting forms that may be considered bad on account of their low
maximum, we find :--In Report 72 (1912-1913) the fourth,fifth and sixth sections
given in Fig. 1, constants 0 . 3 2 2 , 0.334 and 0.334 respectively. In the same
Report,section ii, figures are given of the tests of four aerofoilsvaried as to
bluntness of leading edge. The three best of these each had a constant approximately 0.4. In thesame Report an aerofoil corresponding in form to “ R.A.F. 6 ”
gave a value almost earactly 0.3.
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CXCVIIL]
T
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TABLE V.-PTERYQOID AEROFOIL.

Load (pounds) per Square Foot for Least Resistance.

-

Flight-

Values of Aspect-Ratio.

Velocity.
Beet per
Second.

0
N

0

0

I1
.UP

3

4

5

6

5

0.017

0.020

0'022

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
60
60

0'068

0.018
0,075
0.169
0.300
0.433
0.676
0.920
1.20

0.082
0.186
0.330

0.089
0.200
0.355
0.511
0.800
1.08
1.42

3-68

4.33

4.81

4.05
5.30

0.012

0.013

0.014

0.047
0,107
0.190
0.295
0.427
0.582

0.053
0.119
0.211
0.331

0.058
0.131
0.234
0.366
0.526

0.845

70

0.760
1.18
1.71
2'32

SO

3.04

20

0

l1
W

1.32
2.06
2.97

5
10
15

H

1.08

0.475
0.743
1.01

1.88
2-70

--

0

0.152
0.270
0.390
0'610
0.830
1.69
2.44
3.32

70
80

0

------

25
30

35
40
GO
GO

-~--

0.475
0.647
1.32

1.90
2.58
3.38

0.717
0,935
1.46
2.10
2.86
3.73

1

--l -S
0-023
0'094
0.213
0.379
0.545
0.852
1.16

1.51
2.37
3.40
4.64
6.07

2.23
3.20
4.35

5.70
-l-

0.015
0.063
0.142
0.253
0'3%
0.570

0.777
1'01
1.68

---

11
'

1

-l-

---

0.016

0.018

0.066

0.071
0.161
0.287
0'450

0.150
0.267
0'418
0.001
0.820
1.07
1-67

,

0.025
0.101
0.228
0.405
0.582
0.911
1.24
1.62
2.53
3.64
4.96
6.47

O.ti45

0.880

1'15
1 79

2.28
3.10
4.05

The relation of the normal-plane curve to the aforesaid N.P.L.
curve is most suggestive ; it happens that the values of the constants are almostexactly in the relation of two to one. Thisis
the
prob:tbly a mere coincidence ; a more important fact is that
increase of the pressure-constant of least resistance (touching changes
of aspect-ratio) for the aerofoil is almost exactly proportional to the
or&nary pressure-increase in the case of variations of proportion in
the normal plane. This suggeuts that the increase in the two cases
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is due to thesame primary cause ; also that thecoefficient of camber
proper to le;& resistnnce isa qunntityindependcrlt of the aspect-ratio.
If this should turn out tobe the case, the reduction of the resistance
for aerofoils of high aspect-ratio may be regarded as due entirely to
the fact that, where thecyclic component is stronger, the dip of the
leading edge can be increased
a t t h e expense of that of the trail,
that is to say, the chord angle may be diminishedwith higher aspectratio, and with it the trail angle will be also diminished. This is
contrary to the tabulated resultsof Table IV : if true, it must lead
to the reconsideration of some of the assumptions on which I based
my theory, or a t least in the revision of some of the values of my
constants.
I n spite of the evidence, it is by nomeanscertainthatthe
matter is quite as simple as it appears. It is to beobserved that
any investigation to determine the
effect ofaspect-ratiomustof
a very complex experimental
campaign,not
necessity
involve
merelya set of determinations with some half-dozen or so of models
sawn off to length from a piece of Bleriot or de Havilland “moulding ”; this is exactly what was done in the experiments forming
the basis of the plotting given in Fig. 27, and any such method of
investigation is liable to prove delusive.’
I n t h e first place, each aspect-ratio should be explored by means
of a number of determinations using aerofoils of varying camber;
secondly, the aerofoil section must not be uniform from end to end,
the section must be “graded,” or, as it is sometimes expressed, the
camber must“washout”
at the extremities.Beyondthis,not
each
oneseries but n dozen or more must be tried. The best for
aspect-ratio is the aerofoil of greatest lift/drift.
I n my opinion, in the present unsatisfactory state of things, it
is best (so far as the pressure-constant is concerned) to assume a
uniformvaluefor
all values of aspect-ratio,say
that given R H
appropriate to aspect-ratio = G in Table V. Whether we consider
we have
the N.P.L. result as valid or not, the salient fact is that
a t present no sufficientevidence that there is any change in the
pressure-constantworthtakinginto
account.Alternatively,
we
arenot going far astray ifwe
assume and design foraerofoil
pressures equal to half the pressure on the normal plane, as shown
in Fig. 18.
~

1 I t is an old asiom that in conducting a scientific re~earchonly oue condition
(when possible) should be changed a t a time. In trying to adhere to this rule
too literally it is easy to mistake the shadow for the subat.ance ; in the present
example, t o vary the length of an aerofoil of constant section may appear superficially t o be “ changing one condition,” but in reality i t is nothing of the kind.
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The most importantfactwith
which we are immediateIy
concerned in connection with the theory of least resistance is that
is almost constant in
the total aerofoilresistanceforleastvalue
respect of velocity ; in otherwords, provided that we design for least
resistance, we know our tractioncoefficient in advance ; it is virtually
a constant, just as though the problem were that of an automobile
required to ascendahill
of knowngradient-ananalogywhich
comprehends the fact that there
is the direct wind-resistance or bodyresistanceadditional in both cases. Thisconstant is onlywithin
control inasmuch as, by careful design, the effective value of the
coeficient of skin-friction [ can be kept down, and a high aspect-ratio
adopted.Theoreticalvalues
of leastgliding-angle (that is to say,
resistance-coefficient), tabulated for values of 6 and aspect-ratio, are
given in Table VI.' It is of some interest to inquire to what extent
these results are in agreement withmodern experiment.
TABLE VI.-LEAST GLIDING-ANGLE
(= rl) (THEORETICAL).
n,

3
4

1

#=0.025

__

1 : 9.2
1 :10
1 : 10.8

6.25O
5.75"
5.30
4*7O
5-Oo
4.5'

,

..

1

10

4.1°

12

3.8'

..

~

11 :: 12.2
11.5
1 : 12.8

..

l
~

1 : 14

!

..
1 : 15

l

#=O'O!?

-

5.6O

1 : 10'2

5.15O
4.750
4.5'
4.25'
4.0°

1:ll.l
1 : 12
1 : 12.8
1 : 13.5
1 : 14.4

..

..

4.50 1 : 12
4.4'
1 : 13
4.1'
1 : 14
3.9'
1 : 14.7
1 : 15.9
3.4'
1:16*8

..

..

3.2O 1 : 17.9

l 3.4..2'
~

5 = 0'015

..

..

1 : 16.8

3.00

..
1 : 19

# = 0'010

3'95O
3.65O
3'4'

3.3'6O
0'
2.S0

1:14.5
1 : 15.7
1 : 16.8
1 : 17.9
1 : 19.1
l : 20.5

..

..

2.6O

1 : 22

..
2.4'

..
1 : 23.9

I have collected experimentaldatafrom
various sources:-A
3
series of aerofoils of Bleriotsection,2aspect-ratiosvaryfrom
t o 8. Determinations of VoisinwingbyMr.Eiffel,aspect-ratio
6 - 3 . Aerofoil " R.A.F. 6 " (Royal Aircraft Factory), aspect-ratio 6.
Aerofoils from my 1894 model (Fig. 19, p. 278), aspe'ct-ratio
13.3, independent determinations by the N.P.L. and the Gottingen
Laboratory. The above are given in Table VI1 ; columns 1, 2, and
3 give the aspect-ratio, type, and authority, respectively ; column 4

' From "Aerial Flight,"
0

Report of

vol. i,

p. 262,

the Atlvigorg Committee

for Aeronautics, 1911-1912, 11. 7 5 ,
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gives the experimentd determination, and my theoretical values
are
given in columns 5 and 6 forvalues of = 0.02 and = 0.015.
Table V I I is shownplotted in Fig. 20, the relation of aspect-ratio
tolift/drift
beingrepresented
bycurvesdrawnthroughthe
observed and calculated values.
It will be noted on referringto
Table VI1 and Fig. 20 that the
agreementisalmost
complete.
The twocases of the Eiffel determination of the Voisinaerofoil
and the “ B.A.F. 6 ” aerofoil are
shown as outlyingpoints,not
beingfully i n a,greementwith
the main run of the remaining
experimental determinations. It
will be noted, however, that the
whole of the experimental values
liebetween
the twoadjacent
theoretical curves given, and the
general form of the experimental
U,
curve corresponds to the curves
F;:
given bymyequations.
It is
W
true that there is something in
thenature of a humponthe
experimental curve, the extremities of which correspond to a
4double-surface coefficient of skinfriction of 0.02, whereas the
central part of the curve round
about
aspect-ratio
= 6 rises
3
nearly to the upper curve. This
peculiarity of angular character
of thecurvemay
be a real
feature,but I am disposed to
think that it is moreprobably
due to the fact that a great deal
more
experimental
work
has
been done in the region of the
hump of the curve and so more
highly
forms
have
- perfected
- It
beenavailable than for aspect-ratios of greater or lessvalue.
yo$d appear probable that if equaldilisence vere displayed in
Y

i
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TABLEVII.
1

-_

Aapect-

2

-1

--- -1
Type.

Ratio.
-_
-1- -

3.0

_
.
_

Determination

1-

by
~--

Bleriot section

4.0
5.0
6.0

N.P.L.

,I

6.0

K.A,F. 6

6.3
7.0

Voisin

I,

Bleriot section

,

8'0

10.0

..

12.0

..
/l ,

13.3

S

-

1:

Author, 1894 j

*
a

Eiffel
N.P.L.

5

--Calculated

6
---*

l = 0'02.

Calculated
.$zO'O15.

10'2
11.1
12.0

12'0
13'0
14.0

12-8

14.8

..
..

..

---

13.5
14.4

..

,,
..
..

16.8

15.9
16.8
17.9
19.0

N.P.L.'

..

..

:

..

..

15.8

Velocity, 30 feet per second.
Value at 50 feet per second (computed by N.P.L.).
Velocity not stated.

designing andtesting
forms of otheraspect-ratiosthe
upper
theoretical curve (t= 0.015) would be found to be very close to
the truth; some confirmation of this is found in the fact that the
best value for the "R.A.F. 6 " aerofoil, a form that has been subject
to considerable study both by the Royal Aircraft Factory and the
the curve
National Physical Laboratory,liesconsiderablyabove
representing the run of other observations.
In the National Physical Laboratory report to
me on the tests
of my 1894 model, it is stated that if it had been found possible
to employ a velocity of 50 feet per second instead of 30 feet per
second, the figure obtained would probably have reached the neighbourhood of 20. This value is also plotted as an outstanding point
in Fig. 20.
Summarizingthe position, it is clear thatthetractive
effort
required to overcome flight-resistance proper, namely, the aerofoil
resistance,need
not exceed 1 in 12 to 1 in 14, that is, 7 or
8 per cent., using an aspect-ratio of nbcwt, 6, and that vtthes less
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thanthis are to-dayactually reached in existing machines. It
is also appmentthat
if itis
foundpracticable
t o employ a

t

I 9 I

a 9/ I d

l

l

really high aspect-ratio, such as in my early flight-models,
there is every reason t o suppose that a resistance coefficient :is low
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as 6 per cent. or even 5 per cent. may prove to be attainable. This
isthemagnitude
of the“constantgradient”
of the motor-car
analogy. We now pass to the consideration of body-resistance.

4. BODY-RESISTANCE.
The body-resistance, as already stated, varies approximately
as
the square of the velocity. It isthereforeevidentthat,with
a
machine of givenweight,since
the flight-resistanceproper
(the
aerofoil resistance) is constant, the higher the flight-speed, the more
serious does the question of body-resistance become relatively, and the
cfesign of the car and its accessories, such as alighting-gear, etc., is a
matter of increasing importance as the contemplated flight-velocity
becomes higher.The
calculation of body-resistanceinvolves the
computation of the resistance of each individualelement,and
in
some cases allowance for the interference orinfluence of one element
or portion on another. Thus in the computation of body-resistance
i t is necessary to have a t command tabulated results of the resistance
of spars of various sections, wires, wheels, and the like, in addition
to R sufficiency of known data as to stream-line forms of various
degrees of perfection, A considerable amount of experimental data
has now been collected in this direction, but a great deal yet remains
to be d0ne.l
The resistance of the body is a factor on which at present the
it israrely
information available is the leastsatisfactory,since
a close approximation to a
possible forthe
designer toadopt
perfectstream-line
form, or a formfor
which the resistance
coefficient has been already determined ; it is usually necessary to
haverecourse to model experiment in eachindividual case. This
must be expected, in view of the fact that the same applies to the
design of a ship’s hull when any departure is made from existing
practice.
A veryfewyears
ago little or nothing was known as to the
body,
In
resistance of the so-called stream-line or ichthyoid
1908-9 I made inquiries in the endeavour to obtain some figures
on this subject. For bodies constituting a roughimitation of a
good fish form, with a ratio of length to diameter of about 6 to 1,
the figuresgiven in Table VI11 weresuppliedby
the different
authorities named ; the figures, given to me in various forms, are
For the resistance coefficicnts of spars, wires, etc., reference should be made
to tire various reports of tile A(1visory Committee for AeronituticN &m1 t,lle worlr
of Mr. IMlicl m d otlrcrs, also sccliou 9 f(111owi11g.
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here reduced to represent the equivalent of normal plane in terms
of the maximum cross section.
TABLEVIII.

1

Authority.

Prandtl
Cvlliev

. . . .1
. . , .i
'

British Ai,nliralty

.

.

.

,l

~

l

Date.

1908
1908

I

l
0.125

0.100

lno8
0'03'
1909

(0.092
1,0.023

Remarks.

Given as approximate only.'
Fromroughexperiments
a tt h e
of Voisin Fr'cres.
Givenas
an experimentaldetermination bythe late Col. Renard.
Actual for water (ratio about 3 :1).
Probable for air.

{
(

It would appearfrommorerecentexperimentscarriedout
at
the Royal Aircraft Factory, and at the National Physical Laboratory,thatfora
well-designed stream-lineformthebestresult
so far recorded is approximately 0.07, the coefticient of fineness,
length/diameter, being round about the value 4 : 1.
The plotting given in Fig. 21 is based on a series of determinations made at the Royal AircraftFactory,with
corrections(for
which I take responsibility) to compensatefor the difference in
the coefficient of skin-friction between the velocity, 20 feet per
second, actually employed, and a n assumed flight-speed of 70 miles
perhour.Theplottingrepresentsthe
resistance-coefficientfor
bodies of about 2 t o 3 feet diameter.
When we turn our attention to thedesign of the body of machines
as they existto-day, we find that although it is becoming customary
to give the body a distinct fish-like outline, it is rare that any real
attempt is made to adopt a definitely stream-line or true ichthyoid
form,such as was employed for the experimental determinations
already cited, and iscommonly used for dirigible balloons. It is not
sufficient to give a rough general outline to the body if a material
reduction in the resistance is required ; it is necessary to go further
of any
and to avoid, as far as possible, cornersandprojections
description. I n many cases inthe body-formsusedto-day
the
resistance is nearly as great as that of a normal plane equal to the
ProfessorPrandtl
hasmorerecenely("Zeitschrift
furFlugtechnikund
Motorluftschiffahrt ") made some very complete and interesting investigations of
the ichthyoid body. Basing his work on a length ratio 6 :1, he has shown that
about 60 per cent. of the total resistance is directly due to skin-friction, and the
wake
remaining 40 percent. is due to asecondary effect;theskin-frictional
current brings about a degeneration of the stream-line system which results in a
106sof energy mainly due to a reduction of pressure in the region of the tail. It
would appear that this indirect loss i s proportionslly greater the shorter theM y .
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mid-section area, and

R

body with a coefficient of less than 0.5, in
Fig. 21.

RESISTANCE
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NORMAL PLANE
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"

,,

5
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6

7

8

9

1

0

LENGTH RATIO.

view of current practice, must be regarded as exceptionally good.
A s a consequence the resistance of the body and passengers
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alone is often equivalent to
some 3 or 4 squarefeet,whereasan
It
equivalent considerably less than 1 square foot ought to sufice.
is not only necessary to avoid up-standing projections such as windscreens, etc., but even such things as longitudinal angles should
be
beenpartially
eliminatedfrom the design : this latter point has
investigated by the National Physical Laboratory.
I n t h e Paulhan-Tatin machine,mentioned in the researches of
Mr. Eifl'el, thequestion
of body-form has been studiedwith
extreme care, the form of body employed being substantially a solid
of revolution,asillustratedin
Fig. 2%. The only irregularity
inthe
body istheapertureforthe
pilot,whichhasclearly
t o theresults given
beenreduced
tothe minimum.According
in Fig. 21 it would be stillbetter, from thepoint of viewof

resistance, to design the body on the lines shown in Fig. 2 2 4 making
it onlyofsufficient
length to contain the
pilot,motor,etc.,
and
carryingthetailorgans
froma tubularcontinuation.A
model
of this kind, made and tested at the N.P.L. (from designs of the
Royal Aircraft Factory), gave a normal plane equivalent of about
one-fifth of its maximum cross section. The form was imperfect
as a stream-line body, and the small scale (GT full size) otherwise
rendered the resistancehigher
than it would be inactuality
(Advisory Committee Report 74, p. 177).
It is evident that with sufficient experience the body (fusillage)
machineshould be capable of
resistance of anordinarytwo-seat
reduction to the equivalent of 1 square foot area of normal plane,
since a good model of stream-line body of 5 square feet maximum
sectionshould in itself offer less t1ln.n hdf this resistnnce.Added
to this we have the alighting-chassisandauxiliarysurfaces,the
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resistance of which should be capable of beingdesigned
for a n
equivalent of 2 square feet if the design be studied in every detail,
making 3 square feet in all. On the basis of a speed of 80 miles
perhour
the resistance will thenamountto
60 lbs., or, say,
body-resistance inthe machines
approximately, 5 percent.The
it is commonly the equivalent
of to-day is verymuchhigher;
of at least some 5 square feet of normalplane: Mr. Eiffelgives
1 square metre (= 102 square feet) as usual.

5. TomL RESISTANCE.

Fig. 23 representsgraphically
the position
with
which the
designer has to cope ; the horizontal line A represents a n aerofoil
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and
resistance coeflicient of 7 per cent. The curves
10, represent (from A as datum) the additional coefficient due to
a
body-resistance onthe assumption that we are dealingwith
Pig. 23.
50,

I

machine of 1,200 lbs. weight, i n which the body-resistance has
respectively the equivalent of 1,2, 3, etc., square feet area of normal
plane ; curve 5 may be taken roughly to represent the best presentday practice. It is evident that so long as flight-speeds were limited
to 40 miles a n hour or less, as was the case a few years ago, the bodyresistance remained a matter of minor importance ; in fact, in the
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Wright machine, and in several other machines of that day, the
was made to
pilot sat fullyexposed,
andlittle or noattempt
minimizeresistance.
With speeds of 80 milesperhour, however,
unless great care is taken in the
design, the body-resistancewill
considerably exceed the flight-resistanceproper.
Fig. 23 does not
a t different
representtheresistance
of a givenmachine0own
speeds, but rather the resistance of a series of machines of given
own
weight, each (aerofoil) designed for least resistance atits
particularspeed, and with body-resistanceequivalent to the area
indicated.
Referring to Fig. 23, it will be seen that the total traction coefficient in the case of curve 5 a t 80 miles per hour is roughly 15 per
cent., the gliding-angle consequently being 1 in 6 . 7 ; this is slightly
better than the best figures actually obtained in the military trials
of 1912. Thehighest speed at the military trials
did not touch
70 milesperhour,
so thatonthe
basisgiven the gliding-angle
should have been
better than stated ; no allowance was made for
the drag of the propeller, and it is possible that the difference is
due in part to thisfactor.
Thequestion
of body-resistancehasforsome
time been a
matter of careful study by the staff of the Royal Aircraft Factory,
and I understand that in some. of the later models the equivalent
If we take
normal plane area has been very considerably reduced.
an aerofoil coefficient of 7 percent.,
and a curverepresenting
3 square feet equivalentnormalplane,
we find that at 80 miles
or the resistance-coefficient, should be
per hour the gliding-angle,
approximately 12 per cent., and a t 60 miles per hour 10 per cent. :
I believe this figure to be in sight, though i t may not yet have been
actually reached.
As illustrating the extent to which the present-day results have
of
been anticipated by theory,
in 1907, dealing with the question
the power expended in flight, I tabulated 1 the results of calculations for gliding-angles as for complete machines ranging from 12”
(approximately 1 in 5) t o 6” (approximately 1 in 10). In the
military trialsof 1912 the worst gliding-angle recorded was 1 in 5 3,
and (as pointed out in the preceding paragraph), the present-day
figure is gradually approaching 1 in 10.
If we try, in the light of present data, to look into the future,
it seemsprobable that the limiting
gliding-angle, or, rather, the
minimum total coefficient of resistance may even be materially less
than 1 in 10; thus, if it is found possible, in spite of structural
-

’ “Aerial Fliyht,” vol. i, ch. ix, pp.

331, 332.
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difficulties,toobtain
in an actual machine results equal t o those
a coefficient of
obtained in wind-channelmodeltests,namely,
resistance for the aerofoil approximating to 5 per cent., and if the
a machine of 1,200 lbs. gross weight,
body areaequivalent,for
caneventually be reduced to 2 squarefeet,atotal
coefficient of
resistanceas low as 8 percent.mayprove
well within reach.
Whether the sacrificesnecessary in order to achievesuch results
in practice would be justified, thefuture alonecan decide. The
solution of an engineeringproblem is always to some degreea
matter of compromise, and it would be rash to suggest that in the
case of the flying-machine there are not considerations of sufficient
importance to render it inadvisable to run after the last1 per cent.,
reduction intractive effort. A graph is given in Fig. 24 representing the coefficient of resistance on thebasis of the present paragraph. The aerofoil
coefficient of traction is taken a t 5 per cent.,
Fig. 24.
OROlNATESRESISTANCE PER C E N T

M I L E S PER H O U R
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(ANTICIPATING T H E
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00
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RESISTANCE.
L I M I T OF POSSI0ILITV.)

the weight of the machine is assumed as before to be 1,200 lbs.,
and the suggested total of 8 per cent. corresponds to a flight-speed
of nearly 80 miles per hour.
Before we have finished with the question of resistance we need
to know something as to the gradient of ascent, or climhing-power
required. A machine that iscapableonly
of horizontalflight is
cvidently quite unserviceable. It is well understood, too, that any
machine
with
an insufficient rate of ascent is intrinsically
dangerous ; not only does it remain too long a t low altitudes where
any " fluke " in the wind is liable to bring about disaster, but in
bad weatherwhenbuffetedabout
by the windapilotmayfind
himself incapable of making altitude altogether if his initial margin
of power is insuficient.
The rate of ascent for which provision has to be made depends
very much upon the service for which the machine is required ; for
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theordinary needs of theaeronaut who wishes to make crosscountry 5ights under fair-weather
conditions, a margin of power
representing an upgrade of 5 per cent. or 6 per cent. appears to be
ample ; there is probably no real advantage in any greater provision. For military or naval service, on the other hand, there are
withoutdoubt occasions when everything maydependupon
the
rapidity at which the machinecanmake
altitude. I feel that I
cannot do better than quote
from the specificationsgiven by the
Superintendent of the Royal AircraftFactoryfortwotypes
of
machine,namely,
R.E. 1 Reconnaissanceaeroplane
and F.E. 3
Gun-carrying aeroplane.'
For
the
first
of these therate
of
climbing demanded is 600 feet per minute, or, taking the normal
5ight-speed a t 70 miles per hour (the specification gives maximum
78 miles per hour, and minimum 48) we have a climbing-gradient
For the gun-carryingmachine the
of approximately 10 percent.
speed is given as 75 miles per hour, and the rate of climbing 350
feet per minute, which, expressedas climbing-gradient, is a trifle less
a machinecarrying a gun of some
than 53 percent.Manifestly
kind (presumably a machine gun) and, we may assume, an adequate
supply of ammunition, with perhapsa few square feetof bullet-proof
armour-plate, needs to sacrifice something in the matterof climbingpower.
There is good reason to suppose that if ademand for higher
to be
speeds than those a t presentattained or contemplatedis
satisfied in the future, success willdepend to some extent upon
our ability to build larger and heavier machines.
By reference to
Figs. 23 and 24 it will be seen how soon, with increased flight-speeds,
the question of body-resistance becomes a disproportionate factor.
It is manifestlyimpossible in amachine of given size t o reduce
the equivalent normal plane area beyond a certain point ; but it is
evident t h a t by increasing the weight and power of the machine
the effect of such body-resistances may be rendered less important,
since a n increase in weight and power does not require a proportionately serious increase in the size of the members to which the
body-resistance is due. Also since the squareof the product of I and
V varies directly as the weight (where I represents the linear size of
the aerofoil), the value of ( is also a function of the weight, and
diminishes slightly as the weight is incrensed.2

*

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Report 1912-1913, p. 267.
Compare Appendix 1.
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6. PROPULSION.
We are now in a position to consider the question of propulsion.
Whether we appeal to experience or to theory, it would appear that
there is only one method of propulsion available, namely, the screwpropeller.’
The problem of propulsion,whetheraeronautical
or
submarine, is essentially the same ; t’he laws of dynamic similarity,
with certain reservations, are strictly applicable. Roughly speaking
the conditions of usage of propellers in waterand air may be
compared by merely taking cognizance of the relative densities of
the two mediums-approximately
800 to 1. The laws of dynamic
is not exact, but any refinesimilarity indicate that this relation
ment of theory on this score is of academic rather than of practical
importance. Apart from fine points of this kind, thereis a limitation
that renders the air propeller and the marine propeller not strictly
comparable ; this limitationis due to theappearance of the phenomas cavitation. The law of the relaenon known to the naval engineer
tion of pressure to velocity for least resistance applies to the blade of
the screw-propeller precisely as it does to the aerofoil itself, so that
if a propeller is being designed for least resistance the pressure per
squarefoot
atany point of the blade mustbear
its constant
relation to the square of the velocity of the blade through the fluid
at that point. I n the case of themarine propeller thisresults
in a speed being reached (at about 20 or 25 knots speed of vessel)
a t which the velocity of the blade-tips is such that the negative
pressure(on the back of the blade), based on the law of least
resistance,is
greaterthanthehydrostatic
(absolute)pressure.
Under these conditions a vacuum is formed in the vicinity of the
blade extremity, and the system
of flow is impaired ; this is the
condition of incipient cavitation, and as the speed is progressively
increased the vacuum invades more and moreof the blade-area until
of the propeller becomes ineffective. From the
thegreaterpart
critical speed upwards the design of the marine propeller becomes
a compromise. The extremity of the blade is first designed broader
to avoiddevelopingpressures sufficient to initiate cavitation, and
then, owing to the additional skin-friction thereby
involved, it is
found desirable to adopt higher pitchldiameter ratio t o prevent the
extremities from cutting the water with
excessivevelocity.
EvenI Nature’s method of propulsion-wing flspping-besides
being very objectionable from amechanicalpoint
of view, show8 certainlynohigherdegree
of
mechanical efficiency than the screw-propeller (Engineering, 26th February, 1909).
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CXCVITI.]
U
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tually the propeller for high-speed craft becomes one of extremely
coarse pitch,withblades
of shortorsaucer-like
form. No such
thing as cavitation is experienced in the aeronautical propeller ; if
we should require t o deal with propeller-blade speeds approaching
the velocity of soundwe might find somethinganalogous,due to
the high rarefaction of air ; but at present the aeronautical designer
can afford t o ignore the question of cavitation.
It is frequentlystatedthatthetheory
of the screw-propeller
; this is notmy
isentirelyempiricalandquiteunsatisfactory
of the screw-propeller based onthetheory
opinion.Thetheory
of the aerofoil as laid down in my“Aerodynamics,”’appears
fully to meet
the
requirements
of the
aeronautical
designer.
According to this theory the propeller-blade is treated as a n aerofoil, its P/V2 ratio at every point of the blade being fixed by the
samelaw as that of the aerofoil as given ; following thisthe
gliding-angle of the propeller-blade is constantfromroottotip.
The section of the blade at every point is designed as an aerofoil
+,o thehorizontal
i n which thetrue helical surfacecorresponds
plane
in
flight.2 Under
these
circumstances it, is shown in
mywork
that each point of the propeller-bladehas
efficiency
proper to itself and is represented by a curve as plotted in Fig. 25,
whichcorresponds
to a gliding-angle of 6”, or,approximately
10 percent.Undertheseconditions
it will be seenthatinthe
region of maximum efficiency the efficiency isjust over 81 per
.cent. unfortunately we cannot use onlythe region of maximum
efiiciency ; we have to employ a blade of considerable length, and
,consequentlyparts
of the blade ha\-e anegciency
below the
maximum. If we take a propeller of theusualproportions
in
which the pitch is about 12 times the diameter-such a blade as is
represented in Pig. 25-we see that the marine engineer declines
to employ any portion of the blade with a n efficiency of less than
about 92 per cent. of the maximum, that is to say, the efficiency of
differentpoints of the bladeranges from 74 t o 81 per cent., or
theoretically thelimit
of efficiency of such a propellershould
an actualpropeller
be roundabout 78 percent.Unfortunately
cannot consist of blades alone ; it requires a boss and a connection
between the boss and the blades, and in driving these functionally

‘ “Aerial Flight,” vol. i, ch. ix.
‘ There is one factor which affects

the analogy between the aerofoil and the
propeller-blade ; the latter is not able to the same extent to hold or accumulate
a dead-wter wake, the propeller-bladesheds its dead watercontinuoudy by
centrifugal force. The extent to which this affects the problem has yet to be
determined.
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useless partsthroughthewater
considerable further loss isinevitable.Probably
it is for this reason thattheactual eificiency
I n my work
of a marine propeller rarely exceeds 70 percent.
is given a design of a n aerial propeller based on theory alone, in
of the glidicg-angle.
which a veryconservativeestimateistaken
If inthe light of present knowledge we assume the propellerblades to be of an aspect-ratio corresponding to that of my 1894
glidingmodel, the gliding-angle or resistance-coeficient will be
about 5 or 6 per cent., and we might anticipate a theoretical limit
to the propeller-efficiency of 88 or 90 per cent. We have here, as in
the marine propeller, to provide a boss and arms, and we require to
take into account the fact that it never p ~ y in
s practice to take the
full diameter of the propeller that theory would indicate (it being
better to sacrifice a few per cent. of efficiency to save weight and
clearance diameter). Everything
considered, I am disposed to put
the limit of efficiency of a n aeronautical propeller at about 85 per
cent.;thisishigherthanhas
beenfound
possible in marine
engineering.‘
My method of propeller-design has been adopted and employed
for someyearsby
theSuperintendentand
staff of the Royal
Aircraft Factory, with very satisfactory results; a t present there is
but little available information on the question of efliciency, owing
l There should be nothing to prevenL the marine propeller (at speeds bclow
the cavitation point) from giving as high efficiency
an
as the aeronautical propeller,
were it not for the limit imposed by the strength of materials. To obtain t h e
highest efficiency even in an air propeller it may be found necessary to abandon
the wooden blade and substitute a solid nickel-steel blade of somewhat the sectional form given in Fig.19 ; this, in the case of an 8-foot propeller, would mean
a blade 4 feet long, the outer 3 feet of which would be
the efective blade, t h e
maximum width in the widest part being no more than 3 or 4 inches. If any
formarine work, there is n o
attempt weremade t o designauchapropeller
material known at the present time that would stand the stress involved ; the
pressure-reaction, speed for speed, would be about 800 times greater in water than
in air, and the aspect-ratio of the blade that can be utilized for marine work is
strictly limited by this fact ; even the softest of timber is relatively far stronger
a8 a medium for the construction of an aeronautical propeller than any
known
material, even tempered tool-steel, would be
for marine work. In the design of
an aeronautical propeller advantage may be tdken of the fact that a very slight
f w l m r d slope of the bladesrelieves the blades of allbending
stresses, the
resultant of the centrifugal force and pressure reaction being
i m the Zinc of the bladc,
and the latter isconsequently stressed in pure tension.
I n a memorandum appearing in the Repart of the Advisory Committee f o r
Aeronautica, 1911-12, p. 173, by H. Bolaa, the method in question is described
as due to Dezewieski, but both the terminology and method are those given by
me in “Aerial Flight,” vol. i, in 1907. Dezewieski’s work cited by Nr. Bolas was
published in 1909.
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t o the fact that the arrangements up till now at the disposal of the

Royal AircraftFactory do not permit of the effective testing of
full-sized propellers.
Working-drawings of a propeller, designed at the Royal Aircraft
F;Lctory by this method, aregivenin
Figs. 26. For thefull
exposition of the system of " lay-out," referenceshouldbemade
t o the work already cited.
As analternativeandpurelyempirical
basis of treatment, we
is
mayfall back onour experience inmarinepropulsion.There
a practical rule which appears to be commonly adhered t o in the
design of marine propellers for sea-going craft of moderate speed.
The
area
of the propeller-disk is approximately 1 per
cent.
of thetotalwettedsurface.Thisrulehas
been found by me to
represent a rough average of the practice in various cases,' but
whether or not it isan accepted rule I do not know. Letus
fakethe
case of a flying-machine involving, say, a thrust of
800 Ibs. at 80 feet per second ; at this speed thefrictionalair0.035 lb. persquarefoot
of
resistance will beapproximately
surface (0.07 lb. per square foot of lamina, i.e., double surface) ;
thus the resistance of the machine is approximately represented by
6,000 square feet " wetted " surface, and, following the rule given in
the case of water, the area of the propeller-disk should be 60 square
feet ; this corresponds t o a propeller-diameter of about 9 feet. I n
a n actual machine of about this size the propeller is commonly about
7 to 8 feet in diameter, which, taking everything into account, is
insubstantial agreement. The propeller employed in flight is of
necessity (from considerations of the speed revolution of the engine)
of finer pitch than that of best efficiency. Under these conditions
theory shows that the correctdiameteris
less than that of the
propeller of best diameter/pitch ratio, such as is employed by the
naval architect.
There are (in the present state of the art) two prominent reasons
for the adoption for aeronautical machines of a propeller of finer
pitch than that of greatest efficiency; first, there is the question
of suiting the pitch of the propeller to the running-speed of the
engine. For the power necessary in a modern aeroplane (50 to
100 HP.) a stroke of about 5 inches is found suitable in proportioning the engine. Now it is uneconomical, from the point of view
of both weight-saving and petrol-consumption, t o employ too low
a piston-speed; in fact, for any
givendimensions of cylinder the

* Theaverage of a number of war-vessels,capable of about 18 to 20 knots
speed, gave the figure 1.3 per cent. Two typiccl low-speed merchantmen (from
prticulara supplied by t h e builder) gave exactly 1 per cent.
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power developed is, within limits, roughly proportional to the
pistonspeed. Taking a piston-speed of 1,000 feet per minute and 5-inch

I
.l

stroke, we require 1,200 revolutions per minute,or 20 revolutions per
second. Assuming a velocity
of flight of about 80 feet per second,
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the effectivepitch of the screw requires to be 4 feet, or approximately equal to half the diameter of the screw, instead of at least
equal to the diameter, as in a good marine propeller.
Of course i t is not difficult to gear down from the engine t o the
propeller, in fact this has been done frequently, but, since gearing
involves a tax of approximately 5 percent. of the power, it is
evidentlybettertodrivedirectand
sacrifice something inthe
efficiency of the propeller, especially asthis
courseinvolves
a

far lower torque on the propeller-shaft, and consequentlyalower
recoil torque on the framework of the machine.
The relation between flight-speed and propeller is shown graphically in Fig. 27, to which furtherreference
willbe made. The
graphs given representa thrust of about 200 lbs. and may be looked
upon as relating to a machine of 1,200 or 1,300 lbs. weight with a
16 percent.gliding-angle.Thepropellerisassumed
to be of
pitch equal t o its diameter. Graphs are given both of propeller-pitch
and of appropriate revolution-speed.
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7. MOTIVE-POWER
INSTALLATIOS.
W e a r e now faced with the consideration
of the motive-power
installation. At the presenttime,theinternal-combustion engine
-more
definitely the petrol-motor-holds
the field. No other
prime mover is able t o compete either on the score of weight per
horse-power or weight of fuel ; there is nothing in sight l i l d y to
oust the internal-combustion motor from its supreme position.
Therelativeimportance
of lightnessand economy of fuel is
determined by the class of service for which the motor is required.
I n Fig. 28 curves aregiven of weight/horse-powerforvarious
motors ; ordinates represent weight of motor plus fuel, abscissa? the
duration of the run at full load. It can be seen a t a glance from
this diagram that for brief periods the weight per horse-power of
the engine is the all-important factor,
whereas for long runs this
becomes relatively less important, the weight of petrol and lubricating-oil becoming themainitem.
It will be noted,takingthe
extremes, that the Gnome engine starts with a very considerable
advance over the motor-car engine given for comparison, but after
a run of 17 hours at full lond, the motor-cnr engine (represented
forthepurpose
of illustration by theDaimler), by itsgreater
economy, has taken the lead. Thisdiagram was prepared by me
some 3 or 4 years ago (see Report of the AdvisoryCommittee
forAeronauticsfor
1909-1Oj.
Many of theaeronautical motors
of thepresentday
combine with a weight/horse-power factor of
about 4, a degree of economy that compares well withthe best
automobile practice.
Out of a great multiplicity of types of aeronautical engine now
on the markettherearetwo,
namely therotatingenginetype
on theonehandandthelight-weightmulti-cylinder
Vee type
ontheother,
which I consider likely to survive.Therotating
type of engine gives the possibility of very complete balance
with simplicity of working parts, and SO provides the aeronautical
an engine especially serviceable
wheresmall
constructorwith
of importmachines are concerned, and simplicity and upkeep are
ance.Therotatingengine
is, a t h e
presentday,
reasonably
economical in petrol, but is grossly extravagant in lubricating
oil,
and consequently is at a disadvantage for long-distance work ; it
wili, however, probablyhold its own for some timeto come in
machines
for
short-distance
flying. Therotating
engine, also,
-

--

~.

’ With the rotating engine in its present state of dcreloprnent, the question

of

upkeep ia not its most satisfactory feature.
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suffers from some disadvantages on the score of exhaust silencing.

The
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for power, as the rotating engine, has many advantages, especially
f o r high power and where long distances have t o be negotiated.
It is customary in therotatingengineto
employ directair
cooling ; it is, in fact, difficult toarrangesuch
an engine wit11
inciwater cooling. The power absorbed inthe Gnomeengine
dental to air cooling is very great ; in the original so-cnlled 50-HP.
Gnome (which actually gives verylittle over 40 HP. in flight),
thetest stand,
the power consumed in wind-resistance,evenon
amounts to nearly 6 HP., and it may be materially greater under
flying conditions.
I n engines of the Vee type water cooling is in greater favour ;
theRenault
specialaeronauticalmotor
is an exception,being
weight of
cooled by air-blast generated by a centrifugal fan. The
the water cooling-system, whenfitted,amounts a t t h ebest to 0.6lb.,
per horse-power (with water, nearly 1 lb. per horse-power), and thus
constitutes a seriousaddition to the weight of theinstallation.
Here again the class of service becomes important. It is evident
that for short-distance flying, where engine-weight is of paramount
importance, it may be better to employ direct air cooling; when,
however, a long-distance service is required, it may happen that the
weight of the water cooling-system is justified by the saving in
horse-power and better fuel-consumption.
According to a recentinvestigationby
me,’ the minimum
power expended in cooling, that is t o say, the power necessarily
expended in cooling, is a function of theareaandtemperaturedifference of the surface exposed, and there is some difficulty in
providing a n air-cooled engine-cylinder with sufficient gill surface
t o keep the power-loss as low as is desirable ; when,onthe
is used as a heat-carrier,therigidlimitation
otherhand,water
as to availablesurfacenolongerapplies,
but there is some disFig. 29 is a diagram
advantage
as
to
temperature-difference.
showing the essentialrelations
between horse-power equivalent
of heat dissipated per square foot of surface (abscissze), tangential
l Report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1912-1913, p. 40. The
is grounded is that the cooling
basisonwhich
the investigationinquestion
(or h a t i n g ) value of a surface may be expressed
in terms of its skin-frictional
resistance, a fact that may be independently deduced from the work of Professor
OsborneReynolds.
The main reEult hasbeensinceverified
atthe National
Physical Laboratory (see report).
It is of interest to point out the fact that the heat lost to the cylinder walls
in an internal-combustion engine is commonly about equal to the heat equivalent
of the power developed ; thus in thecase, for example, of a Daimler-Knight engine
with the water-jacket surrounding a large part of the exhaust ports and giving
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velocity of air (ordinates),
temperature-difference,
and
power
absorbed inskin-friction.
It will be understood thatthegraphs
represent the minimum power absorbed, based on the assumption
thattheairistraversingthe
surfacealong a stream-linepath,
and t,hnt there is no additional loss of power in eddy-making (other
thanthatincidentaltoskin-friction).The
honeycomb type of
radiator most nearly complies with this condition.
We may now proceed to consider the interrelation and compatibility of engineand propeller. It hasalready been pointed out
that in order to get the full output from R given engine (as is also
well known to be the case in marine propulsion), a propeller-pitch
h ~ often
s
to be selected far from that proper to highest efficiency.
The difficulty has been met (as in the early Wright
machine) by
adopting a reduction-gear;alternativdy (RS also intheWright
employed. It is
machine) a multiplicity of propellers maybe
evident,for example, that, if four propellers be used in place of
one, the individual diameter may be halved, and consequently f o r
a givenpitch (and therefore revolution-speed) the pitch/diameter
ratio doubled. TheoriginalWright
machine furnished a good
example of a case in which the propeller pitch/diameterratio
was made approximately that of best efficiency, and this result was
obtained, in spite of the low velocity of the Wright machine, by a
combination of both methods: that is to say, two
propellers were
used instead of one, and these propellers were geared down from
the engine in the relation 10 to 33.
The incompatibility a t present existing between the engine-speed
as the flight-velocity is
andthe
propeller-pitch becomes
less
increased, so that,inthe
case of an ordinary machine of about
1,400 Ibs. total weight, the propeller-speed (for best efciency) f o r
a single-screw machine becomes appropriate to the normal enginethe loss of efficiency for
speed a t about 100 miles per hour. Since
a fine-pitch propeller, even down t o half thepitch-ratio of best
it may be taken that for
flight-speeds of
efficiency, isnotgreat,
50 miles per hour and
upwards the balance of advantage liesdefinitely
with the direct-coupled propeller ; this agrees with experience. A
point of interest in connection with propellers of comparatively fine
pitch and somewhat reduced diameter, such as are commonly used
to-day, is the fact that, with the engine fully opened out, there is
3 9 . 2 HP. on the brake, the heat absorbed by the jacket was found to be t h e
eluiwlent of 41 HP. A similar engine, but with a minimum of water-cooling
on the exhaust ports, at the same output, gave 27 HP. only a8 the equivalent
of the heatlabsorbed.
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very little difference between the thrust and thespeed of revolution
whether the machine is standing or is in full flight-it is commonly
Fiy. 2.9.

reported thatthe revolutionspeed does not increasemore
10 per cent. from “standing ” to full normal flight-speed-and

than
the
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thrustvariation
also isslight.Thisfactconstitutestheonly
justification for the static testof aeronautical propellers, frequently
resorted to whenapproximatedataarerequired.Thereis
110
doubt that in a propeller of theoretically perfect proportion, or in
an existing propeller, if fitted to a machine of less resistance, there
rvould be a far greater response to flight-speed variations. Actually
this is the case in marine propulsion, where the propeller revolutionrecorder is commonly found to give more reliable readings than the
ship’s log.
Thequestion
of compatibility of speedbetweenengineand
propeller is summarized by the graphs given in Fig. 27, to which
reference has already been made. Here graphs are given for both
singlepropellers
(solid line) andtwin
propellers(dotted
line)
appropriate to a thrust of 200 lbs. ; ordinates represent diameter
andappropriate
speed of
(which is to bereadalsoaspitch)
revolution ; abscisssrepresent flight-velocity. Graphs 1, and 1, p
represent propeller-diameter for single and tmin propellers respectively ; graphs 2, and 2,, similarly give the speed of revolution
assuming efective pitch. = diameter.
8. RELATING
TO

THE

DESIGNOF

TEIE

AEROFOIL,

W e shallnow proceed to the discussion of the moredetailed
arrangementsandstructuralfeatures
of the machine. First,the
aerofoil. Thepressureappropriatetoleastresistance
we have
already seen to be given by the expression’ 0 . 3 2 p Y 2 in absolute
p

unit.s or - in pounds per square foot,
100
Consequently if W is the weight in pounds (inflying order) the area
100 W
required is - as appropriate to least resistance.
p

The above is the whole basis of any initial “ lay-out ” ; there are
many re6nements however to be consideredwhich enter into the
complete problem. The principal of these are :The fact that part of W is a function of the aerofoil area-the
quantity we are determining-means that the best area mill be less
than that given by the foregoing expression. This point has been
dealt with by me in U AerialFlight,” 1907, vol. i, $$ 171, 194,
195, 196, and also morerecentlyby
the staff of theNational
Physical Laboratory.2
Ctmnpsre Figs. 17 and 19 and text. The conatant 0.32 is empirical.
Report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1911-1912, p. 78.
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Beyond the above, the specification of flight-velocity for any
machine consists more often than not in the prescription of higher
of a fixed speed. Underthese
and lower limits,ratherthan
circumstancesthefinalvaluesandproportionsare
based on
‘‘ lap-out ” of graphs of resistances, thrust, etc., on the lines of the
diagrams already given (Figs. 12 and 13).
It is evidentfromthegeneralcharacter
of the resistancevelocitycurve as shownin Figs. 12 and 13 that whereas considerabledeparturemay
be permitted from thenormal velocity
of flight
on
either
side
of the minimum
without
incurring
appreciable increase in resistance, at the limits of the flight-speed
range, the slope of the resistance-curve is considerable, and there
will be sharply defined points a t which the resistance is equal to the
maximumpropeller-thrustand
no libertiescan be taken. It is
important to note that a t the maximum limit of flight-speed the
equilibrium of thrust and resistance is stable, whereas a t the minimum limit the conditions are thoseof instability, so that should the
machine at any timefall below the minimum, the aeronaut can only
recover his power of flight by calling upon gravity to assist
him,
that is tosay, by taking a downward course. If, as when near to the
ground (or a n obstacle), the downward course is not permissible, the
to
machine will execute an undignified and dangerousdescent,
which the verb ‘I to pancake ’’ has been applied. The critical speed
at which this will take place isnot
necessarily relatedtothe
critical “ least velocity ” angle of the aerofoil.
Briefly, for a givenmachine
theextent
of the flight-speed
variation is a function uf the reserve of thrust over the minimum
resistance value, the absolute value of the limits being fixed by the
load that the aerofoil is called upon to sustain.
I n the case of a
high-powered machine, however, the lower limitmay
be prescribed by the critical angle of the aerofoil.
The choice between monoplane andbiplane is, in the main, a
question of constructional engineering; there is not a great deal t o
choose between the two from an aerodynamic standpoint, but with
equally good design the monoplane gives a slightly better lift/drift
ratio.Theinterferenceeffect
of thetwo members of a biplane
aerofoil has been studied by ma.ny investigators. Professor Larlgley
showed, about 1890, that with superposed planes (aspect-ratio = 4)
the interference was not serious when separated by a distance equal
to their smaller dimension. The results of a more recent investigation by the staff of the National Physical. Laboratory are published
in the report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for the
year 1911-12 (p. 73), from which Table IX has been taken. In
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0.61
0.76
0.81
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’

_

1 ---6”.
--8D.

0.62
0.77
0.82

1
~

0’63
0.78
0.82

II

0-75
0‘ 79
0’81
0.84
0.88

1-----

_

S’.

0.81
0‘82

~

~
100.

0.84

0.85

0.86
0.87
0.88

0’89

0’91

0’84

addition to obtaining quantitative data for the particular aerofoil
chosen (Bleriot, aspect-ratio = 4), an investigation was also made
on the effect of staggeringthe planes. It is shown to be advantageous to arrange the upper foil in advance of the lower ; thus the
combination a b, Fig. 30, is of the same efficiency as the combination a c.
Considering the aerofoil, whether monoplane or biplane, from a
structural standpoint, and in investigating the strengthof the aerofoil as a whole, it may be treated definitely as aninverted cantilever
system.Thus,comparing
the stresses in an aeroplane withthe
stresses in a cantilever bridge, we have the weight of the body with
its alighting-chassis, motor, passengers, etc., theinverted equivalent of the supporting reaction on the central pier
of a cantilever
girder. W e have the air-pressure force, by which the said load is
sustained, distributed along the aerofoil length, correspondingto the
weights of the outstanding members of the cantilever. We have a
variation of pressure from point to point due to gusts, eddies, etc.,
corresponding in some degree to the movable loads representing traffic
over the bridge. I n the case of the aerofoil, we have in addition
something not represented in the analogy of the cantilever girder,
i.e., the weight of the aerofoil itself directly supported by the
pressure reaction ; we may, however, regard this equal and opposite
distribution of weight andpressure as superposed on themain
system,andasnotcontributing
tothe stresses in the aerofoil
members. So far as the analogy to the bridge holds good, i t is
evident we have a well-known engineering problem which is capable
of being treated by well-known methods. In the calculation of
stresses of the aerofoil memberstwo alternative methods are in
current use ; in the one theaerofoil struts are treatedas pin-jointed
; according to
members, by the usual truss-girder graphic construction
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the other method, inplace of the hypothesis of the pin-joint, we have
the hypothesis of continuity in the main longitudinals. The first
and simpler method has been used by several firms for many years
past, and gives results which, under ordinary conditions, are very
much on the safe side;the second method has been developed
during the last
fewyearsby
the National Physical
Laboratory,’
andhas beenadopted by the Royal AircraftFactory,and
more
recently by other manufacturers.
Fig. 30.

Thisalternativemethod
is considerablymore
complex, ancl
reference should be made to the report cited. It is well to remark
khat though the pin-joint hypothesisgives results usually on the
safe side, the extent of the factor of safety so introduced is not one
that can be relied upon, and may in special cases even be negative.
It is hardly necessary to point out that the more important and
vitalthe
problem, the lessappropriate
become methods of a n
approximate and inexact character.
Report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1912-1913, No, 83.
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9. RESISTANCE
OF STRUTS,
WIRES, WHEELS,
ETC.
The question of the resistanceof components suchas arecommonly
been studied
embodied inthe
design of existingmachineshas
experimentally at the National Physical Laboratory, at the Aerodynamic Laboratory a t Gottingen, and by Mr. F. Eiffel, in Paris.
A few results relating to strut sections are given in Fig. 32a. The
graph a a is a plotting from National Physical Laboratory data,1
relating to the section A, representing one of the best forms tested,
graphs b and c relating to sections B and C as determined by Mr.
Eiffel.2 I n F i g . 32a ordinates represent resistance coeEcient (both
in absolute units and in terms
of normal plane-the normal plane unit
Fig. 31a.

STRUT SECTIONS

10

20

40

30

50

V E L O C I T Y .

being that of maximum section). I n .Fig.32b are shown two strutsections
designed
atthe
Royal
Aircraft
Factory.
These
were
reporteduponbytheN.P.L.asgiving
lessresistance for given
strength than a number of others submitted. Approximately, strength
for strength, thesesections gaveone-fourth theresistance of struts of
circular form.3
The resistance of wires and ropes has been investigated bothby the
National Physical Laboratory and by Professor Prandtl of Gottingen.
The position may be summarized here by saying that the resistance
of n rope orstranded cable, at right angles to the direction of

*

Report of the Advisory Co~nmitteefor Aeronnuticx, 1912-1913, p. 117.
‘(Ilesistmce of the Air and Ayiation,” 184.
2 Report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1911-1912, p. 95.
[.THE INST, C.E. VOL. CXCVIII.]
X
2

p.
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motion, is virtually equal to that of its projected area in a normal
plane.Theresistance
of smoothwires isabout 20 percent. less.
Both these results only hold good above a certain minimum value
of LV, which may be taken at about 1 5 ; thus at 100 feetper
second, the rule may be taken as applying t o cables or wires down
to about +$ inch (=0.015 foot) diameter.l
Anotherinterestingset
of determinations,for
which we are
indebted to the National Physical Laboratory,
is that relating to the
Fig. 31b.

4
STRUT

SECTIONS

R A.F

resistance of alighting-wheels ; these have been tested both in respect
of resistance
lateral
andThe
direct
resistance
of a
26-inch wheel fittedwith +inch pneumatictiresappears
t o be
equal to about a third of its projected area in terms of equivalent
llormalplane, the projectedareabeingtaken
t o be that of the
tire itself. For fuller information reference should be made to the
Memorandum cited.

10. VERTICAL SURFACE.
One of thequantities
of moment in connection withthe
type of stabilityknown as rotative or spiralstabilityisthat
of
It is of greatimportance t o be able to comverticalsurface.
pute with accuracy the effective distribution of vertical surface in
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any machine, and of recent years considerable attention has been
'' valu.ation " of accidental
devoted towhat
we may termthe
vertical surface. For example,every
verticalorinclinedstrut
has a certaindirectivevalue
which may be expressed in terms
of vertical surface ; the alighting-wheels, especially if of disk form,
represent considerable areas of theequivalent vertica,l surface ;
even the stream-line body or car has its equivalent value considered
as vertical surface. It was pointed out by me some years ago that
a screw-propeller moving other than axially gives rise toa considerable lateral force. More recently Mr. T. W. K. Clarke, Assoc. M.
Inst. C.E., has called attention to this action and to the importance
of considering the propeller in its capacity as effective vertical
surface. It appearsfrom
Mr. Clarke'sinvestigation a thatthe
propeller equivdent in terms of vertical surface is a very large and
serious factor, and one that under
circumstances
no
shouldbe ignored.
of carefulconsideration
The Memorandum in question is worthy
by all engngecl in the design or constructionof flying-machines.
A point that should not be overlooked is that the propeller value,
in the sense under discussion, may be totally different when under
power and when draggingor stationary; this suggests the desirability
of locating the propeller as near to the centreof gravity (in theforeand-aft sense) of the machine as conveniently possible.

11. THE,DYNANIC
LOAD-FAC~OR
AND FAC~UR
OF SAFETY.

A matter of importance, and one of a controversial nature, is the
factor of safety necessary in order to take care
of the many and
varied conditions met with by a machine in flight. I n the simple
case of a machine in horizontal flight in calm weather we know that
the load supported by the aerofoil is the weight of the body of the
machine and its associated parts,butnotincludingtheaerofoil
itself, whose weight is directly distributed over the pressure-surface ;
also we know that in the various
evolutions a machine is called
upon to perform the stresses may considerably exceed the normal,
and that variations of effective load are experienced, due to windgusts which it is quite out of the power of the pilot to prevent.
Excluding thelatterforthetimebeing,
we are clearlyable to
b " r y i , ~ e e r l q2titlk
,
February, 1909.

Preacntecl t o the Advisory Committee by Mr. Jlervyn O'Gormm. hlemor.~ndum80, I\litrch 1913. Report, 1912-1913. The substantial nccur;~oyof Mr.
Claylie's investigation l w l m n lluite recently estztldishecl experimentally i L t t!lc
I'

s.Ij.r2.
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define the worst that the pilot is able to
do and specify the factor
by which the normal stresses must be multiplied in order to represent the actual stresses ; conversely, we may specify arbitrarily a
factor of safety, and we may tell the pilot just what he is permitted
to do, and just what he cannot undertake without risk. Take in
the first instance the assumption that the pilot is allowed to do
his worst-he is t o be allowed to try to wreck his naachilze. There
aretwo
ways in whichhecan
operate; he cnn eitherdrive
hismachine at the highest possible speed and suddenly alter his
elevator tothe
position
corresponding
tothe
lowest
possible
speed, or he may takesharpturnsinvolving
heavybanking.
Now the highest possible speed is the limit of velocity which the
machinewillacquire
in fallingheadfirstvertically;this,with
the machines constructed at the present day, may be estimated a t
about 140 to 150 miles per hour. The lowest velocity in the present
sense is the velocity a t which the aerofoil is meeting the air at its
criticalangle(the
lowestvelocitycapable
of giving a pressure
reaction equal to the weight) ; this may be taken for the purpose of
our argument as 40 miles per hour. If, when falling vertically a t
140 miles an Lour, the pilotwithabsolute suddennessjerkshis
elevator into the position corresponding to 40 miles per hour, the
reaction brought to bear on his aerofoil is

(g' YW,

that is to say,

approximately,
twelve
times
the weight of the machine. I n
practice,
for
the figures
given,
the maximum
load
would be
diminished,since
the elevatorcannot
be moved withabsolute
suddenness, and, if it were, the machine could notanswerthe
elevator and alter its attitude to the line of flight immediately. It
isprobable
onthe basis of the figuresgiven that 10 W isthe
maximumeffectiveload
t h a t could underany circumstances be
brought to bear.
I n the case of banking, if the machine be banked toan
angle 6 the resultant of the weight and the centrifugal force is of
the value W sec 0. I have frequently made estimates of the angle
of banking when a pilothas been making a steepspiral dive ;l
this angle rarely exceeds 60" or 70". Taking 70" as the maximum,
the stresses in the machine will correspond to a load equal to 3 W.
From the foregoing it would appear almost certain that in calm
~~

~~

... .

When observing the banking angle of a machine in flight i t is irnportant not
t o be deceived by false banking, and in fact i t in very difficult in any cwe to Le
certain of one's estimate. The assumptionis here made that 6 is the correct
angle of bank, i.e., tl1alt a t which the machilx has no tendency to side-slip.
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weather the pilot, if asked to do his worst, cannot in any manner
reach or exceed ten times the stresses due to the staticload.
be considered an extremegust.The
Let US takewhatmay
machine enters air, or is struck by a gust represented by a change
of velocityequal to half the flight-speed.Assuming
the machinc
its appropriate relative direction under
the
has time to swing to
new conditions, a simpleresolution
of velocityshows
thatthe
worst condition is that in which the direction of motion of the gust
is directly opposed to that offlight : in such a case the relative
velocity of the machine becomes If times the normal, andthe
effective load on the aerofoil will be (14’) = 2$ times the normal.
I n case of the machine being struck by a sudden gust or squall, the
load will be considerably higher, but still it does not approach the
figure 10 obtained on the basis of the pilotsuddenly“flattening
out ” when a t maximum speed.
It isevidentfrom
the foregoing that a flying-machine in the
course of its normal usage is liable to stresses many times greater
than that of its normal load, and the frequency of these stresses,
and the total number of times they occur in the life of the machine,
will be related to their magnitude by some empirical law
for any
given class of service. I n such a case it is evident that the term
“ factor of safety ” does not carry its ordinary meaning
: if, for
example, in the lifetime of a fleet of 100 machines the stresses reach
6 times the normal once and 5 times the normal, my, 10 times, and
4 times thenormal, say, 150 times, it mill certainly be sufficient and
proper if the designer works to 6 times the normal load for his
elasticlimitwithoutusing
any factor of safety in the accepted
sense a t a l l ; to, dootherwise would be to burden the whole 100
machines with a weight of superfluous material without justification.Whetherundertheseconditions
we continue to employ
theterm“factor
of safety ” ornot 1 the aeronautical designey
must bear
clearly
in
mind
thatin
his
particular
case the
factorhas
a double function, namely, to give the margin of
strength
and
durability
needed under
ordinary
conditions
of
flight, andto provideforabnormalconditions
of stress, occasionallyevenalmost
to the theoreticallimit of thestrength of
the structure.
I n Memorandum No. 96 of the Advisory CoEmittee(notyet
is fully considered, and
included in an annual report) the matter
the extreme probable values are estimated as follows :___~
1 This point may perhaps be emphasized by the use of some qualified
exlression such as dynconic load-factor.
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Load-Factor.
4.0
I. 1
8.0
. 4 to 5

. . . . . . . . . . . .
Banking . . . . . . . . . . .
Flattening out, . . . . . . . . .
Gusts

Looping'

. . . . . . . . . .

In the report in question 2 the recommendation is made that a
factor N, equal to not less than 5 or 6, be adopted in design, this
being considered sufficient t o take care of anything likely t o happen
t o a machine with reasonable and proper pilotage. Tests and calculations of the wing spars of different existing machinesgave the
following results :--

At the Royal Aircraft Factory a factor somewhat greater than
that recommended inthe
Memorandum in question has been
adopted ; a machine (G in the above Table) whose aerofoil was
tested t o destruction actually recorded 8 *4.
I n connection with the subject of aerofoil structure it is to be
observed thatthe
stress-distributionvariesconsiderablyunder
differentconditions,namely, a t differentangles of attack. ReferFig. l G , it will benoted
thatthe
aerofoilstructure
ringto
commonly includestwolongitudinal
members, frontandrear
respectively, and the proportion of the load borne by each depends
upon the position of thecentre of pressureandvarieswithits
displacement, which can only be ascertained from experiments on
a scale model of the aerofoilitself.Thisfactneedsconsideration
I Estimated by me ; not in originalreport.
The basis of this estimateis
the phugoid chart, Fig. 2, the dynamic load-factor is given by the height H in
H
terms of H,,, or in the case of looped paths numbered 8 t o 12 the value of
L111

varies from 3.6 t o 5.6.
'
2 If thisfactor
N cannotwithproprietybetermedafactor
of safety, I
snpgest the term factov of contingency, i.e., the factor of contingency requires
to beequal to or greaterthan
the dynamicload-factor
for which i t makes
provision.
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n.11t:n computing the n~:axirnum stresses in the memhwn in quest,ion
ancl the a,erofoil struct.ure :M :I. whole.’
The calculation of the aerofoil structure not only comprises the
resolution of themainlifting-forcedistribution,
as already cliscussed, but also entails the calculation of the longitudinal stresses
or “ d r i f t ” forces. These
may
be quite
due
to
line-of-flight,
moderate under normal flight-conditions, but may become far more
severe a t abnormally high speeds.2 The treatment of this problem
does not offer any seriousdifficulty ; it is to-daygenerally considered the best practice to provide for the edgewise strength of the
wing by internal diagonal bracing.

12. LAXDING-GEAE.

The details of the :LIighting-mechanism next claim our attention ;
this mechanisnl is necessarily of two distinct types, depending upon
whetherthe machine is designed forland or for marine usage.
or militarytype of machine, the essential
Takingfirsttheland
features comprise ordinarily a pair(in somecases two pairs) of
pneumatic-shod wheels arranged on a common axis somewhat forward of the centre of gravity of the machine, and supplied with
a rudimentaryelastic
suspension of some form, in addition t o
” in emergency, and some
runners or skids to take the “bump
kind of tempolxrytail-support,consisting
of either a castorpivoted wheel or, moregenerally, a simplespring-controlledskid.
It was a t onetime believed to be essential thatthealightingwheels should be all castor-pivoted or orientable, theintention
being totake care of therelative motion of the groundwhen
alighting across thewind;3
experience appearsto
show that
with reasonablycareful
handlingthis provision is unnecessary.
Figs. 32 (R.A.F.)
Two types of suspension areillustratedin
and Figs. 33 (Bleriot); i t willbenoted
that in both cases the
medium employed to absorb the shock is rubber; this is preferable
to
steel
(as
universally
employed on road-vehicles) for
two
reasons; first, the energy that good vulcanized rubber will absorb
is far greater than
in the case of steel; it runs to
some 500 to
Reference should be made to the Report 96 oitecl.
Vhen amachine is divinghead first downwards a t or near itslimiting
velocity thedrift load is considerablygreater
than half the weight of the
machine.
3 Messrs.Voisin Brothers, in
the days of their pioneer work, attached great
importance t o this point,. They att,ributed the early success of Farman (on his
Voisin machine) 1,zrgely to the fact that this featurem-as embodied in his machine.
1

2
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1,000 lbs. per pouncl (10 to 20 foot-lbs. is all that may be allowed
for steel).Secondly,
the signs of fatigue inrubberareevident

to the most casual observer and the material is cheap and easy of
replacement. The alighting-wheels, with their associated parts,
are
mounted on a structure commonly known as the landing-chassis,
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whose function is to raise the machine proper to a sufiicient height
above the ground to provideclearance f o r the propeller,aerofoil,
etc.Unlesscarefuldesignandworkmanshipare
putintothe
landing-chassis, its " spidery " proportions,necessary
to give
clearance, may, on the one hand, constitute
a source of weakness,
or, on the other, giverise to excessive resistance.Owing
to the
liability of the landing-chassis t o injury, it is clearly desirable that
Figs. 33.

R

itsstructure should be complete withinitself,yetthis
is very
difficult of achievement in actualdesign;
mqre oftenthannot
there are members in common to the landing-chassis and the aerofoil structure or the body.This
must be considered a weak
some organ
pointinany
design,since it involves theriskthat
essential to flight may be strained or otherwise injured on landing,
or a t least be stressed beyond the limitfor which it has been designed.
Referring to Figs. 32, it will be seen that the india-rubber suspenDownloaded by [ University of Liverpool] on [17/09/16]. Copyright © ICE Publishing, all rights reserved.

sion takes the form of :I lashing, R, the two wheels being mounted
on a single axle, S, formed of spar sect,ion, t,he connection between
the body consists of six compressionmemhers or struts, T, T, T,
and wire bracing, U, U, U.
I n Figs. 33, which represent the Bleriot method, the wheels are
mounted pivotally, after the manner of castors, on a vertical head
carried by outriggers, T, T, from the body, diagonal wires, U, being
fitted ; the wheel-axle, S, is carried on a triangular system of linkwork, one member of which, V, isarticulatedto
slide onthe
vertical head, the load being taken in tension by therubber
members, R, R.
I n both Figs. 32 and 33 it will be observed that the alightingchassis structure is, in the main, independent of the flight-organs
proper, although it is not wholly self-contained, but rather forms
an outgrowthfromthe
body. In Pips. 31, however, thereare
:Lctually guy wires or cables carried from the wing-structure to the
wires ; this may be regarded a,s a feature open to criticism, but one
which in design it is extremely difficdt to avoid.
I n spite of all that has been done up to tbe present, the landingchassis is only able to take a very moderate '' bump '' with safety :
1 foot free fall on t o a hard surface is as much as can be deemed
safe in the best of existingmachines; a freefall of 4 or 5 feet
in landing, a
would lead t o almost cerOain failure.
Hence,
machine should never under any circumstances be allowed to take
the ground with a greater vertical velocity-component than 8 feet
per second. Assuming a gliding-angle of B, thismeansthat
a
(56 feetper second) could
machine,flying a t 38 milesperhour
be allowed to take the ground
(presuming the latter horizontal),
without intervention of the pilot, but for any higher
velocity of
flight its course must be eased or flattened ; in actual practice it is,
of course, part of the art of flying t o avoid all shock when alighting,
no pilot would think of taking the ground without at least making
his best effort t o flatten his angle of descent. There is
probably a
future forsome form of hydraulic-pneumatic device ; already several
attempts have been made in that direction.1
Passing now to the marine type,we find in the earlier examples a
landing-chassis of t$e ordinary pattern fitted with a pair of floats in
place of wheels and skid, and a temporary tail-support in the form
member. In the
of a third float arrangedaftunderthetail
earlier machines these floats were littlemorethan
boxes of
rectangular section(Fig.34); more recently there has
been a tendency

' See Appendix IT'.
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to give to the floats a morcboat-likeform,*surfaces of single or
double curvature being wlopterl in place of flat surfaces, and so the
liabilityto being stove in has been reduced t o a nlinimum. The
double-float support hasproved itself suited to comparatively smooth
a t thepresenttimethat
for
water,but a strongfeelingexists
machines intended to serve on the high seas that construction will
be abandoned in favour of the single central boat, as already to be
seen in the Curtis and Sopwith machines (Figs. 35) ; here auxiliary
floats or bob-floats are fitted t o the extremities of the aerofoil to
give stabiIityto themachine whenresting on the water, and to
avoid
damage to the aerofoil when getting under way or when alighting.
The main floats, whether singleor double, require tobe constructed
to rise in the water on the same principle as the so-called hydroplanes or skimmercraft, being designed withtheusual
stepped
bottom. A single step is usually fonnd t o give the best results conof view of eficiency;themultiplestep
sideredfromthepoint
Fiy. 3$,

TRANSOMSTERN

SECTION.

ACTS A S STEP.

EARLV

TYPE

SIDE

ELEVATION.

WATER) FLOAT.

[SMOOTH

v

appears to have some advantagein
broken water. A deep
form of hull, though not as yet
employed, might be expected to
prove of great advantage in starting or alighting in a choppy sea;
in such a design the step would be made to follow the hull-section,
and, though somesacrifice in lifting efficiency would undoubtedly
be necessary, this, with the horse-power at present available, is not
an overwhelming disadvantage.
Thedesign of floats or hullfor a marine machine must be
of development, and much will
regarded as still in an early stage
of the machine as
depend in the future on the general evolution
to what form of fioat-gear will ultimately be found mostapproa development of
priate. It would reasonably appearthatas
theexistingsingle-boattype
it would be desirable to bring the
motor or motors, and as far as possible other heavy parts, down
into the hull, and design the boat as a thoroughly sea-worthy craft
~

~

~-

~~~

~~~~

~

.

~

An instructive series of trials hare been made in the William Froude Tank
at the National Physical Laboratory. Report Advisory Committee, 1972-1913,
Memorandum No. 70 (Baker and Millar).
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wit11 proper metacentricheightandfittedwith

its own(n1:rrine)

so that it
screw-propeller
in- dependently of its flight-organs (Fii.36). I n such-a design it would
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evidently be necessary to drive the propellers through a belt, chain,
or gear of some kind, and mechanism would be provided by which
the pilot could jettison thesuperstructurein
emergency.Sucha
machine wouldbe essentiallyone of considerable size, and would
probably be fitted with two, three,
or evenmoreengines,
with a
total of over 500 HP. The weight of such a machine would
requireto be 3 to 4 tons, and it would be capable of making
port under its own power in the event of the flight-organs being
abandoned.

13. ACENTRIC
TYPESOF MACHINE.
The type of machine here suggested would be liable to certain objections on the ground that the lineof the propeller-thrust is acentric,
being situated considerably above the centre of gravity andprobably
also above the centre of resistance of the machine : conversely, the
centre of gravity would be considerably below the centre of resistance. These are objections which have been raised with regard
to
someexisting machines. It isundoubtedlydesirable,whereother
considerations permit, to bring the centre of propulsion, centre of
resistance, and centre of gravity, to approximately the same level.
There isno fundamental difficulty in flyingamachine
in which
this condition is not complied with, since any pitching moment that
results from the want of concentricity can be corrected by suitably
mrangingthecentre
of gravity.Seriousdifficulty,however,is
liable to arise in the eventof a sudden change in the mode of flight,
these
such as is brought about when the engine is cut out. Under
in glidingflightby
a
conditions, the machinebeingpropelled
component of gravity instead ofby the propeller-thrust, a change
of pitching moment takes place equivalent to the total resistance of
the machinemultiplied by the vertical distance between the line
of propulsion and the centre of gravity. I n a machine of the type
suggested above such a change of moment would be the equivalent
of a movement of the centre of gravity through a distance of nearly
2 feet, a change which we must regard as of dangerous magnitude.
The position is that shown diagrammatically in Fig. 37,in which
it will be seen thattheresultant
of gravityandthe
propellerthrust passes some considerable distance in front of the centre of
gravity, whereas in gliding flight the resulhnt of the lifting and
propellingforces is the force of gravity,and so passes through
the centre of gravity.
It has been suggested that by arrangingthe tail-plnno(and
elevator) in the wake, t,hat is, inthe propellerslipstream,
and
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giving it anupward
rake-in
other words, by employing a
negatively loaded tail-the
tail may be made t o supply a countervailing pitching moment when the propeller is at work ; thus whilst
thedirect effect of the propelleris to tend to lift the tail and
depress the nose of the machine, the indirect effect brought about
by the action of the slip stream on the upturned tail
will be the
inverse. It might be possible in this way t o correct a small want
of concentricity of the propeller-axis, but such a method would
scarcely beapplicable tothe case in point. In orderthatthe
methodinquestion should be effective, the slip stream must
be
discharged radially from the centre cf gravity of the machine, that
is t o say, the general body of air discharged in the slip stream must
be so deflected that its moment of momentumaboutthecentre
of gravity is zero. Roughly speaking, this means that the tail, :LS

shown dotted in Fig. 57, must be set at such a n angle that, if produced, it would pass through the centre of gravity of the machine ;
the double-headed arrows show the slip stream diverted as theory
requires. The
method is evidently impracticable ; not only is the
tail angle as necessitated altogether
excessive, but also the whole
story has not been told-the tail would require to be ‘‘ feathered ”
immediatelythepropeller ceases its function, otherwise it would
continue to supply a moment of some magnitude when no longer
required.
It is of interest to exdmine in greater detail the behaviour of a
machinesuc:l~ as we are considering uuder flight conditions. It is
clew t h t if :tt m y instant the engine is switched ofYtwo things
h:tl)pen ; first, :LH ill :L 1n:Lcllino of the couccntric type, the suplrly
of energy being withdrawn, the datum of the phugoid clmrt takes
;L tlowrlwi~rtl trend, its down slope being that of the gliding-mgle,
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(Fig.38, datum 2 ) . Secondly, since the withdrawal of the thrust
reactionis in effect equivalent t o a. movement backward of the
centre of gravity, the angle of attack of the aerofoil is increased,
the natural velocity of the machine is reduced, and H, is diminished
to a corresponding degree. The conditions are thus represented by
the upper diagramin Fig. 38 ; the reduction of Hn being calculated,
me consult the phugoid chart and select the curve t o correspond; as
shown this has been taken as curve G from Fig.3 (p. 265). I n the
lower diagram (Fig.38) a similar construction has been shown for
a machine nearly concentric as to its thrust ; the resulting phugoid
Fig. 38.

here corresponds roughly to that labelled C in Fig.3. The case of
least disturbance is that in which the original flight-path picks up
the new flight-path a t i t s point of inflection ; this is the case if the
propeller-axis is slightly below the centre of gravity, since then, on
cutting out the engine, the value of H, is slightly increased ; this
is as actually represented on the lower diagram.
A t presentthereare
difficulties, of the characterandextent
outlined,standing
in the way of development inthe
direction
indiatt(:tl; they are difficulties thnt mill wit,llont tlonbt e r e n t ~ ~ n l l y
bc 0\~c1'00111c.
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14. STABILITY
AFD CONTROL.
I n thislecturequestions
of stabilityintheordinary
sense
have
been
taken
for
grmted.
The
problems of longitudinal
stability,lateral
and directionalstability,andspiral
or rotative
stability, though of vital import to the aeronautical
engineer, are
primarily matters for thephysicist and mathematician ; the engineer
can well afford to leave questions of this character in the hands of
the specialist-at least, so far as theirscientific aspect is concerned.
There is perhapslessexcuse for the absence of all mention of
controlling mechanism. A great deal might be added on that subject
without goingbeyond the scope of the title ; however,since the
question of control is closely wrapped up withconsiderations relating
to stability, and since it is necessary to draw a line a t some point,
the omission is one of expediency rather than logic.
supposed, one
The question of stability is not, as is frequently
that is in any sense obscure; in fact, from the scientific point of
view, the presentposition is a t least satisfactory; it can be said
without exaggeration that we have a great deal more knowledge on
the subject than we are at present able to utilize.
There is verylittle of importance, specifically relatingtothe
stability of the flying-machine, that has been written, either before
or since, that will not be found either in the
work of Dr. Bryan
or in “ Aerial
Flight.”
A
few notes have
appeared
inthe
variousreports of the AdvisoryCommitteeforAeronautics,
but
not very much ; two short notes of a somewhat trivial character
appear inthereport
of 1909-10, inadditiontoan
excellent
abstract of Mr. R. Soreau’s “ E t a t actuel et avenir de YAviation.”
I n the Reports for 1910-11 and 1911-12 there is nothing ; in the
two or threeinteresting
comReportfor
1912-13 thereare
munications,mainlydue
tothe staff of theNationalPhysical
Laboratory, notably Memoranda 77, 78 and 79. No. 77 (L. Bairstow,MelvilleJones,
and A. W. H. Thompson)is, in the main,
a n examination and extension of existingtheory following the
methodsinitiated
by Dr. Bryan ; No. 78 (L. Bairstow and
G . H. Bryan,“Stabilityin
Aviation.” London, 1911. Also Bryanand
Williams, Proc. Royal Soc., 1903.
P. W. Lanchester,“AerialFlight,”
vol. ii. London, 1908. A recent
noLe communicated by the Author to the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
as hearing on the relationbetween&heresults
of his own investigations and
those of Dr. Bryan will be found in Appendix 11.
D M&noires, Societe des Inge‘nieurs Civils de E’ritllce.
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L. A. MacLachlan)relatesmainly

tothedetermination
of the
various coefficients requiredfortheapplication
of Dr.Bryan’s
method of treatrncnt;and No. 79 (L.Bairstow)dealswiththe
more detailed application of the same method. These communicationsare conspicuousby
thefactthattheirauthorsappear
to
be really nu courant with the previous literature of the subject.
The work that has been done on the Continent on the subject of
stability does not in sum amount much,
to and moreover it frequently
appears to suggest complete ignorance of what has beendone in
it wouldseem that the
thiscountry ; inthisparticularmatter
Continenthas become insularandourisland
cosmopolitan. For
example, we find the work of Mr. Georges de Bathezat 1 described by
Mr. Painleve as “ the first to give a n exact and complete discussion
of the stability of the aeroplane ’’ ; and when we examine the work
so described we find the subject not more than half dealt with, and
in so ineffective a manner that scarcely one of the conclusions can be
regarded seriously. The works of Messrs. R. Knoller 2 and Reiszner?
though interesting, do not materially advance the subject. Mr. R.
Soreau deals with the subject of longitudinal stability under two
distinct headings, epuilihrium, and stability ; so far as the former is
concerned his conclusions, as formulated, will be found published by
me in their entirety in 1897, with the reasoning clearly set forth.4
Soreau, however,scarcely carries the matter as far as in my previous publication. Incidentally he gives two propositions, relating
to minimumtractive
force and minimumhorse-power,
which,
except for differences of notation, appear to be identical with two
propositionspreviouslygivenbyme
in “ Aerodynamics,” 1907,
S. 164. When we come to the question of stability it will suffice to
stateherethathis
conclusions onthe
subject of longitudinal
at fault; briefly,
he
states
that
the
stability
are
gravely
moment of inertia must not be too small for fear of oscillations
becoming too rapid, whereas the onlyoscillation of importancemy “ phugoid oscillation ”-is virtually independent for its period
of the value of the moment of inertia. On the questions of lateral
stability and directional stability,Mr. Soreau’s views (as pointed out
at fault ; the whole question of asymmetric
by Dr. Bryan) are entirely
or rotative stability is lost sight of, and the fact that in directional
1

2

Etudede laStabilite‘del’ileroplane.”Dunod,Paris,

‘‘ c b e r LangstabilitBt der Drachenflugzeuge,” 1911.

1911.

Einige Bemerkungen zur Seitenstabilitat der Drachenflieger,” 1912.
Patent Specification 3608, 1897, or comparealso “AerialFlight,” vol. ii,
p. 353.
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CXCVIII.]
Y
3
4
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stability the centre of gravity cannot be treated as a static pivot1 is
ignored.
The work of Captain G. A. Crocco 2 is of interest. I n the main
he follows establishedmathematicallines
of treatment; I have
made noattemptto
follow hiswork in detail.Captain
Crocco’s
conclusions on the whole appear to be sounder than those of most
Continentalwriters;his
work isevidentlyworthcarefulstudy,
although in no wise beyond criticism.
The foregoing may be taken as a brief summary of the existing
literature of the subject.Excellentabstracts
of the work of the ‘
foreign authors cited will be found in the appendixes to the various
reports of the Advisory Committee ; except inthe case of the
French writers, which have been consulted
in the original, I have
relied on the abstracts in question for the summary heregiven.
I n general the question of stability has, in the past, been treat’pd
too closely on mathematical lines to be of immediate service to the
from
engineer;in many cases the writershaveclearlysuffered
theirwant of appreciation of therealconditions.
It ismydeliberate opinion that there is very little room for useful work to-day
on the subject of stability unless it be rigidly and directly supported by experimental work, and from our standpoint as engineers
I think we may in the future look confidently to the excellent work
being accomplished at the NationalPhysical Laboratory, and at the
which is
Royal AircraftFactory,to
keep us intouchwiththat
essential in this important branch of the subject.
Mr. ALEXANDERRoss said the acclamation with which the
Lecture hadbeen received madehis task of proposing thanks to
Mr. Lanchester B very easy one. Before moving a vote of thanks
hedesired to recall the fact that the
discoursewhich had been
delivered was one of the James Forrest Lectures,
for on such a n
Mr.
occasion thethoughts of the members naturallyturnedto
Forrest, as one of their oldest and closest friends. H e had been
particularlystruck
by thefactthat
when Th‘e Institutionrenew scientific
quiredinformation on a specialsubject,involving
principles in engineering, it was always possible to choose the
lecturerfromtheroll
of its members. That, he thought, was
-.

Compare “Aerial Flight,” vol. ii, $5 95 to 100 ; also Bryan, ‘‘ Stability in
Aviation,” clap. vii.
* “ Sullastabilitalateralidegliaeroplani,”also
‘ I Perfezionamenti
nella
stabilita1ongitudinaIedegliaeroplani,”
“ RendicontidelleEsperienzeedegli
Studi eseguiti
nella
Stabilimento
di Costrusioni
Aeronautiche
del Genio,
Apno 11.”
l
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an exceedingly satisfactory feature. The Lecture
had been beyond
him, but it had interested him immensely, as he had no doubt it
had everyone else present.
It was almost the work of a lifetime to
the investigation of the
get as far as Mr. Lanchester had gone in
subject, but he was sure the lecturer mould proceed still further
with every assurance of greater success. H e had much pleasure in
asking the members to passavery
hearty vote of thanks t c
Mr. Lanchester.
Dr. R. T. GLAZEBROOK,
C.B., in seconding the motion,saidhe
4 or 5
had known Mr. Lanchesterfairlyintimatelyforthelast
yearsin connectionwithaeronautical
work: Theymet a t least;
once a month, and much of what the Lecturer had put forward that
eveninghad
been discussed bythem.
H e hadappreciatedever
since the work of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics began
the verygreatdebttheyall
owed t o Mr. Lanchesterforhis
knowledge,his zeal, and hisenthusiasm in the work : henever
of theCommitteewithouthelpingand
attendedthemeetings
enlighteninghiscolleaguesonmanyimportant
points. H e was
sure it wouldbe realizedfrom what the Lecturer had
said that
the design of aircraft generally had now passed from the region
of rule of thumb to that of strict, careful and accurate scientific
investigation,measurement,anddiscovery.Thankstothehelp
received from Mr. Lanchester and others, it had been possible $0
design machines and apparatus which had enabled the investigators
at the National Physical Laboratory to obtain the results that had
been referred to in the Lecture, and which were illustrated in not
of the diagramson the wall. TheAuthorhad
assisted
afew
in amarkeddegree
in the realprogress of the science. It could
be claimedwith certaintythat,thanksingreat
measure tothe
Lecturer’s work, the science of the design of aircraft and the details
connected withtheirmanufacture
hadadvanced in this country
to apitch tbat had not
beenreached anywhere else. When the
Lecture was publishedhe was sure it would be found to render
accessible to English designers and English airmen a vast amount
importance. H e was
of information of the greatestvalueand
confident thatthe motion wouldbe
received withenthusiasm,
which was thoroughly deserved.
The resolution having been carried by acclamation,
Mr. LANCHESTER,
in reply, thanked the members heartily for the
cordial way in which the lecture had been received. He felt that
he had run over the ground a t express speed, and had scarcely had
time to make the points as clearly as he would have desired, but he
was sure the members would appreciate what a lot of work had been
Y 2
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done in the last few years, which on an occasion of that sort it was
Dr. Glazenecessary to chronicle to some extent.Referringto
brook’s remarks, he very much appreciated the honour of serving
so manydistinguished
men
onaCommittee
whichcontained
who took an enthusiastic interest in the
subject. Thecredit for
the position that England held a t the present time in the scientilic
world iu regard to airflight, not only on its practical but also on its
technicalside, was certainly due in the main to the
work of the
Advisoly Committee as a whole, and to the very great support that
Committee received from the Government Departments, including
the Army, the Navy, and the National Physical Laboratory.

[APPENDIXES.
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APPENDIXES.
APPENDIX I.

THEsubject of skin-friction where air is concerned has been one of considerable
controversy. Thequantitiesto
be measured aresosmallandtheapparatus
employed until recent years has been so insensitive that until the work of Zahm
in 1904very little was known on the subject.Langleyin
his “Experiments
in Aerodynamics,”1891,asserted#kin-friction
to be anegligiblefactor
in its
relation to flight. Dines about the same date expressed the same view ; in my
“Aerial Flight,” vol. i, which appeared in 1907 (when I was not aware Of the
work that had been done by Zahm), I published some determination8 of skinfriction and attacked Langley’s views, pointing
out that skin-friction is one of
the controllingfactorsin
the economics of flight. I alsointroduced
the
practice of expressing it asacoefficientrepresenting
the resistance of a thin
lamina in tangential motion in terms
of its resistance a t 90 degrees ; the coefficient
SO expressed is the doubte surface coefficient, and in my work is represented by
the symbol 5. In the greater part of my experimental work planes or lamina: of
mica were employed of but a few square inches area ; the largest area used by
me inany of mydeterminations
was approximatelysquarefoot.
Now it
is well estahLished that the coefficient of skin-friction in a plane of small mea
is sensiblygreater thanin one of largearea ; consequentlymyvalueswere
on the whole considerablyhigher thanthose of experimentersworkingtoa
larger scale. However,
the following passage may be cited as the summary of
experiments made with planes
of about square footarea and of smooth surface:“ I t is therefore to be concluded that for a well-varnished surface or for polished
metal, under the conditions of experiment, the effectivevalue of is approximately 0‘009 with a probable error of less than 10 per cent., plus or minus.” I
According to the best estimate that can be made to-day the actual value of the
double-surface coefficient underthe conditions of the experiment, in question
I
shouldbe 0.0081, showing an error of precisely the 10 percent.which
allowed myself.
It has been frequently stated that my results
were in entire disagreement with
those of Zahm ; sometimes those making this statement ignored my lower values
and took my highest, which admittedly were too high ; in other cases they read
mydouble-surface coefficient asasingle-surface
coefficient, and so mademy
values twice as great asthey really are.
I n a communication to theAdvkory Committee for Aeronautics (Memorandum
No. 15,June, 1909), I pointed out that myown resultsandthose of Zahm
for air,andtheresultsobtainedmany
years ago by W. Froude for water,
are in substantial agreement-in fact, in very close agreement-provided that
they are put in their proper perspective, with due consideration to the laws of
dynamicsimilarity.*
The finalconclusiongivenin
the memorandumunder
discussion is expressed in graphic form in Figs. 3% and,,39b, in which abscisw

+

I

*

“Aerial Flight,” vol. i, p. 389.
Compare memorandum cited, also addendum to eame by Lord Rayleigh.
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represent the quantity LV (the product of the linear dimension’ in feet by the
velocity in feet per second), and in which ordinates represent the coefficient of
skin-friction.Threecurvesare
shown ; the upper curve is the double-surface
coefficient for air, for which I employ the symbol 5, the lower curve (solid line)
is the single-surface coefficient (half the value of the former), the dotted curve
is the coefficient for water. I n Fig. 39a, LV valuesmay be readfrom 20 to
7,400. I n I”ig. 396 is given a graph for lower values.
It is a point not without interest that, for
geometrically similar aerofoils, the
weight sustained varies as
(LV)*, consequently, for any given value of LV, the
words, asalreadyshown,
for leastresistance
weight is constant. Inother
P = C p V , where C isaconstant
whose value is about 0.32, or if n L
‘
represents the area, and W = weight (poundals),

W = 0 . 3 2 np (LV)?,
or W (pounds) = 0.01 np (LV)?.
Therefore assuming good design (maximum lift/drift), and some definite value of
aspect-ratio (the constant n), the coefficient of skin-friction is determined by the
weight of the machine, and is the same whatever the designed velocity may be.
I n Figs. 39a and 396 values of weight in terms of aspect-ratio are indicated for
the values of LV givenby the scale.Thesefiguresmultipliedby
the aspectratio give the weight of the machine appropriate to the value of LV in question
as corresponding to the condition of least resistance, and enable the skin-friction
coefficient t o be read as the corresponding ordinate.
Skin-frictionhasahabit
of playing an elusive partinactual
resistance
phenomena, and the subject in practice is full of pitfalls. In the case of a plane
movingedgewise, it may frequently happen that skin-frictionalresistancewill
virtually disappear,: the leading edge of a plane such as used by the late Professor
Langley will by its bluffness set in motion a certain
quantity of air, and this
moving air subsequently washing the surfaces of the plane will reduce the skinAs pointedout by me
frictionalresistance t o somethingimmeasurablysmall.
in discussing Langley’s work, this was one of the causes that led him into error.
Another case where the coefficient of skin-friction may be abnormally
low is
that of the inclinedplane a t asmallangle
of incidence. In “Aerial Flight,”
vol. i, thematterisdealtwith
on p. 264, art. 152; it is pointedoutthat
with the ballastedplane,and
as a deductionfromglidingexperimentsmade

’

1 Ordinarily the linear dimcnsiolt, represented in the laws of dynamic similarity
by L, presupposes geometrical similarity, i.e., geometrical form as an invariable.
I n t h e present usage, owing to the thinness of the layer of air affected, L may be
of motion. In the
taken as the linear
dimension of the plane in the direction
cam of aplane 1 foot square, for example, the total skin-frictionalresistance
(double surface) may be represented by the momentum of a layer of air only
A rough
about 1 millimetre in thickness ; or 0.5 millimetre on eachsurface.
computation shows that the thickness of the layer of air sensibly affected during
the passage of the plane will not exceed say 10 millimetres, and therefore the
end efect will be very slight ; hence the coefficient is but little influenced by the
lateral extent of the surface except in the case where the lateral dimension is
relatively very small.
The product of the chord dimension of the aerofoil and the flight-velocity
in feet.
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calculations based thereon, the coefficient of skin-friction is in effect less than is
ordinarily the case and the explanation is offered that the upper surface of the

plane being to a certain degree a " dead-water region " the coefficient may in this
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ca8e beonly that of the singlesurface.Thisconclusionhasreceivedstriking
confirmation in connection with some experimental work carried out recently a t
the National Physical Laboratory.
I consider it probable that in the case of the pterygoidaerofoil, that is to
as is shown at the foot of R g . 4,
a y , t h e aerofoil of archedsection,such
the skin-frictionmayin
effect beabnormallyhigh
owing totheaugmented
velocity with which theair
flows over theupper
surface.This,speaking
generally, is not altogether compensated by the lower velocity on the under side.
The velocity of the air in the vicinity of the aerofoil can be deduced approxithe localpressure.
Now
mately by the ordinary laws of fluidmotionfrom
for sereral different sections of aerofoil by the
pressure-curves have been made

Fig. 396.
m

Sational Physical Laboratory;the curveshownin
Pig. 40 may betakenas
roughly typical of the pressure graph for mid section of any well-shaped aerofoil
a t or about its angle of least resistance. The ordinates downwards from
the zero
datum-line are the negative pressures on the upper surface of the foil, and the
ordinates measured upwards from the said datum-line are the positive pressures
on theunder surface, inboth cases measuredabore
and below atmosphere.
corresponding t o
Plotting the same curve in Fiy. 42, and taking a datum-line
zeromotion,ordinateswillrepresent
fluid tension(negativepressure)
and the
velocity a t every point is represented by the square root of its ordinate ; hence
Fig. 41, the
the Bkin-friction will vary as
the ordinate itself, and, referring to
effective coefficientof skin-friction will be greater than the normal in the relation
d. Referringagain t o
of the mean of theordinates a 6, (c c , t o theordinate
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Pig. 40, it may be observed that the mean pressure-increase on the under face
is approximately one-fourth of the mean pressure-decrease on the upper face;
taking this proportion as a basis, I give, in Fig. 42, graphs of the augmentation
of the skin-friction as a function of the aerofoil pressure-constant ; the normal
on the ordinate
coefficient proper tothe L V valueinquestionbeingread
corresponding to pressure-constant = zero, on the left hand of the Figure. In
the case, for example, of the normal value of the coefficient being 0’008, it will
be seen that for a pressure-constant = 0.32 the augmented coefficient will be
nearly 0.01.
We thus begin to obtain values approaching those that] I have found to apply

If, in addition to the above,
in connection with the theory of least resistance.
we allow an addition to represent form msistance, as has been found by Prandtl
in the case of the ichthyoid body, and which is due to the degeneration of the
stream-line system consequent on the appearance of the frictional wake, we might
expect the effective direct resistance of the aerofoil expressed in terms of skinfriction, equivalent to a
coefficient of 0.0175, which is in very fair agreement
with my experience.
The assumption here is that the proportion of the added
form resistcmce bears the same ratio to the true
skin-friction,approximately
S : 4, as is commonly found in the case of the ichthyoid body, of 6 to 1ratio. It is
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an aerofoil of good proportion ; the effective total

Fig. 11.

, O

Fig. 42.

coefficient under the ordinaryconditions of wind-channelexperiment
nearly 0.015.

is more
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APPENDIX 11.
T H E ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

NOTEON

STABILITY
OF THE FLYINQ-MACHINE AS AFFECTED
CONSIDERATIONS
RELATING TO PROPULSION.

THE

BY

By Mr. F. W. LANCHESTER.

1. In my “Aerial Flight,” vol. ii, p. 101, the results of an investigation are
of auequationin
whicha quantity $I,afunction of the
given intheform
constants of the machine, is given in the form of an expression which may be
fully ascertained from the design of the machine and from observations of its
velocityandglidingangle.
The condition of flight path stability (or, as i t is
now termed, dynamic stability) is that this quantity shall be greater than unity.
2. The investigation inquestionstrictlyrelatestoa
machine in horizontal
flight propelled by a constant force whose magnitude is exactly equal to the mean
resistance.
3. Theresult was subsequentlytaken,withoutsufficientscrutiny,
to apply
without qualification to the case of a machine or model in gliding flight, and
later in the work (p. 115, section 70 et s q . ) , a number of experimental determinations were made with mica gliding models in order to verify the equation.
4. These results were, on the whole, considered satisfactory, and the disagreement (in view of the fact that no such work had previously been attempted) was
of 9,as calculated for a number
of models
not consideredserious.Thevalue
experimentally found to be j u s t stable, were as follows :-

model

12-gramme
4

a

1

,,
9)

>>

(,
,,
,,

. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .

4.

0.93
0.95
0.65
0.84

According to the equation the above should have been 1.00 in every case.
5 . Laterinthe
work (section118
et s q . ) the question of the mode of
propulsion and its influence on stability is discussed, and special study is given
to the particular case when the motor is working a t maximum output, that is to
say, at that point where the torque varies inversely as the revolution speed ; and
more generally i t was shown that the conditions can be met by the introduction
of a factor and by representing the condition of stability thus-

+

+

++>unity,

the factor was shown to depend upon the value of the slope of the torque curve
(with someassumptionson
the subject of thetorquethrustrelation
of the
propeller). In the particular case mentioned, with the motor under
conditions
of maximumhorse-power, thequantity
was shown to bave the value 1.5
(p. 210).
6. Dr. G . H. Bryan,inhis
I ‘ Stability
inAviation
” amongst
hismore

+
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generalized theory, has incidentally touched upon the particular case represented
by my own restricted hypothesis, and has in the main confirmed my result ; he
discusses the specialcase
in questionundertheappellation“Lanchester’s
Condition.” He also publishes a very important result, for which he gives the
credit to Mr. Harper, that the stabilityis very greatly affected by the inclination
of the flightpath.
I n other words, it is shown that myownequationonly
applies with exactitude to the particular case of the horizontal flight path, and
that it does not apply, as tacitly assumed in my work, without correction to the
case of gliding flight ; similarly, a correction is required in the opposite sense if
the machine is climbing.
7. Briefly stated,themagnitude
of the “ D u ~ p e rEfect” is such thatfor
gliding flight the conditions of stability are satisfied if we have-

or, ifwe prefer to so write it-

1.5 @ greater than unity.
Also, if the machine be climbing at its gliding angle, we have0 . 5 cp greater than unity ;

and if climbing a t twice the gliding angle the stability has gone, for a t t h a t flight
path inclination the multiplierbecomes zero ; hence however great @ be made the
conditions of stability cannot be complied with.
8. I have re-examined the problem, using my own methods, and completely
confirm Dr. Bryan’s results ; the Harper effect makes its appearance a t once, the
moment the conditions of the inclinedflightarecriticallyexamined.The
omission to have located this in thefirst instance was due to the assumption (not
definitely formulated) that the constant flight path component of gravity is the
equivalent of a constant propulsive force (or a constant resistance in the case of
climbing) ; this is true for the rectilinear flight path, and is approximately true
for the phugoid of small amplitude, but the degree of approximation is only the
same as that of the quantities forming the basis of investigation, and therefore
must be taken into account. On introducing the flight path inclination as a new
factor, and on equating
the change of scale of the phugoid chart in the same
manner PS in the case of the other quantities concerned, I a t once obtain Mr.
Harper$ result as above stated ; the approximate form of the graph representing
the Harper factor is a straight line as given in Fiy. 43.
9. It is of interest to re-examine the experimental values obtained (section 4,
ante) from models computed t o be just stable. These being gliding models the
cp = 0’66.
Thetwo first, the 12-gramme and
calculationshouldhavegiven
4-gramme models, gave respectively 0’93 and 0.95 ; these were considered very
satisfactory at the time, as the result then expected
was 1.0 ; the &gramme
modelgave the result 0.65, which, in the light of presentknowledge, is extremely good, but which at the time causedsomemisgiving.Commenting
on
the point at the time, I wrote (p. 124) :“ I n this cam the agreement is not so close &B in the preceding examples, the
50 per cent. better
stability according to direct observationbeingapparently
than as computed from the equation. Further trials
of the model failed to show
any error in the observation data. An inaccuracy of 10 per cent. in the yelocity
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mmsurement would be required to account for the discrepancy ; it is unlikely
that an error of one-quarter this amount would have escaped notice.”
In the light of our p r a e n t knowledge it is not surprising that all attempts to
find an error in observation or data failed ; i t is rather in the case of the models
that showed a higher reading that Rome explanation is due,
10. The item of data with regard to which the greatest doubt may be said t o
exist is the correction fop ?LGYISJL. The basison which this correction is founded
is given in the final discussion of the equation itself (p. loo), and briefly depends
upon the hypothesis that the tail is long ; i t is assumed t o be acted upon by the
residzcary motion of the periptery only (compare note communicated re Report
T 368). In none of the examples in question could the tail be fairly considered
t.0 be beyond suspicion in the matter of length, and consequently the tail(wash)
correction employed may be expected to be somewhat less than its actual value
under the conditions of experiment. This will account for the values of @ as
calculated being too high, and is the probable explanation; on referring to the
drawings given of the models in question (“ Aerodonetics,” pp. 117, 121, 123), it
will be seen that the tail of the &gramme model (in term8 of the fore and aft
dimension of the aerofoil) is relatively longer than either of the other two.

Fig. 43.

V A L U E S OF C O E F F I C I E N T F O R H A R P E R E F F E C T

11. From the foregoing reszcmd anddiscussion of the position i t is evident
that the “ Harper Effect” is a real live fact, and one
that will require t o be
taken into account,especially now that climbingangles as great and even in
I donot go so far
excem of the glidinganglehave
to bereckonedwith.
as Dr. Bryan wheu he says
: ‘ l It i s not safe to draw inferences regwrding the
stabaity of motor-driven machines from experikents with gliders” (p. 89 of his
work) ; a method of correction t o enable such inferences to be correctly dealt
with had already been worked out and published (cp. par. ( 5 ) ante) ; but it is
clear that the Harper effect must be simultaneously taken into account, and to
this extent Dr. Bryan’s warning is quite to the point.
12. In Fig. 43 the Harper effect hasbeengiven
in the form of agraphin
which ordinates represent the mean flight path gradient in terms
of the gliding
be applied to the
angle, and abscissa: the 7-alue of afactorormultiplierto
, of my equation. We will call this factor
and we will denote the
quantity p

+,,
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propulsion factor by +z, the sum of these being a total correction factor
Thus
Dr. Bryanhas termed“Lanchester’s
in Fig. 44, the pointLdenoteswhat
Condition,” and the vertical through L is the value 6 presumably to be inferred
from my original investigation as applying generally to the condition of constant

Fig.

44.

VALUES OF CORRECTION

COEFFICIENT.

force of propulsion. The correction for the Harper effect is given by the line
and the correction for propulsion as given by me for engine a t maximum output
(torque X velocity = constant)isgiven
by the “ & No. 1.” The algebraic

REVOLUTIONS

sum of thetwo corrections is givenby thedottedvertical
“6 No. 1.” This
particular case is of greatinterest, inasmuchas the propulsion effect exactly
neutralizes the Harper effect, and the stability factor
is constant for all path
inclinations.
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13. The particular case taken in the last section to correspond to the special
case given in my “ Aerodonetics ” (p. 210), besides being of interest as being an
exact antidote to the loss of stability pointed out by Mr. Harper, is of value as
defining f o r the engineer the character of the power curve that it is desirable to
employ from the present standpoint, although it may not be one that altogether
commends itself in other ways. It would in practice mean that the motor must
be always run on the throttle to bring the maximum point of the power curve to
correspond to the speed of revolution for the time being employed ; this would
not only be inconvenient, but also would be extravagant in fuel consumption ; i t
would, atthe best,meanworking
a t abouttwo-thirdsfulltorque,witha
corresponding loss of efficiency. One cannot frame the consequent regime with
exactitude without first making thrust-revolution determinations of the propeller
and taking actual power curves of the engine, but given these in any particular
case the matter becomes an ordinary matter of graphic lay-out to determine the
form of the correction graph. The usual character
of this would be somewhat as
depicted in “ q 2 No. 2 ” and “ 6 No. 2.”
14. I n my opinion the control of the motor-power curve opens the way to the
mostpracticalsolution
to the problem of the increase in flight path stability
under flightconditions. I n view of theimportance of avoiding excessive fuel
consumption it would seem appropriate that the requisite character may be given
to the power curve of the motor artificially by means
of a governor ; by this
means the point of maximum horse-power may be arranged to be available without material loss of torque, as shown in Fig. 45, and if desired a comparatively
flat top may be imparted to the power curve ; any result of this kind may be
obtained by suitably designing and proportioning the governor mechanism.

APPENDIX 111.
I n Section 3 of the Lecture reference has been made to the results obtained
fromrecenttests
of the Author’s1894aerofoil
atthe
NationalPhysical
no betterresults as to
Laboratoryandelsewhere.
I n view of thefactthat
lift/driftratio havebeenrecorded
up to the presenteither at the Kational
Physical Laboratory or a t GGttingen (or elsewhere to the Author’s knowledge),
the matterhas been deemed of sufficient interest to include the present Appendix
embodying the Report in full.
A scale drawing of the aerofoil has already been given in Fig. 19.
REPORTON TEST ON MR. LANCUESTER’SAEROFOIL
OF 1894.
The actual aerofoil tested was a model to 2 scale of that sent byMr. Lanchester. The wind-speed vgae kept at 30 feet per second, and the inclination of
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0.362
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If we take the increase of lift/drift t o bethe same as that for R.A.F. 6,
Report T 234, the lift/drift at the top speed of the channel (50 feet per second)
would be between 20 and 21 as against the 17.6 given in the Report.
LEONARD
BAIRSTOW,
pp. Director.
19th Febrwary, 1913.

APPENDIX IV.
In Section 12 of the Lecture reference has been made to the employment of
hydraulicorpneumatic-hydraulicmechanisminconnectionwith
the landingchassis. Nany proposals and attempts havebeenmade of recentyearsinthis
direction with more or less success ; one of the earliest of these is described in
my specification No. 18,384 of 1909. The apparatus in question was designed by
me and h i l t by the Daimler Co., Ltd., for Messrs. WhiteandThompson,
of
Middleton,Sussex,in
1909-10. It was temporarilyabandoned owing to the
exigencies of an alteration of design, and up to the present
no opportunity ha?,
occurred of giving i t a trial.
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The apparatus in questionis illustrated by the scale drawing, Pigs. 46, in which
a suitablebracket h, attachedtothe
body. Inside this cylmder a is a further cylinder or hollow ram c, into which
can be screwed a t i t s base the forklug d , which in turn carries an alighting
wheel. The cylinder c can move vertically within the cylinder U , and the Figure
shows the two cylinders with cylinder c in its uppermost position, i.e., a t the tolb
of its stroke ; an india-rubber buffer e is provided to prevent shock.
a sleeve or cylinder a ismountedin

Figs. 46.

c

rl

M
L

The cylinder c is not internally of even diameter throughout its length, an.1
is fitted with a fixed piston f carried rigidly from the head of the cylinder I ( .
This ' inner cylinder is
filled with oil, which acts a8 a hydraulic buffer wheu
the machine takes the ground; the vent
being formedby leakage round the
periphery of the piston f. The taper of the bore of the cylinder c is so designed
that the escape of the oil is less restricted when the relative upward motion of
t h e piston begins (and when its velocity is greatest), and becomes gradually
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CXCVIII.]
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greater as the motion is absorbed and the velocity becomes less. The grading
of
zhe taper is designed to calculated dimensions
to ensure the approximate constancy of the pressure throughout the wholeperiod of motion, this being the
condition under which the vertical component of the flight-velocity can be taken
up in the least distance with a minimumof stress on the landing gear.
Pneumatic pressure is admitted to the head of the cylinder a by the inlet g,
furnished with a valve under the control of the pilot ; it is presumed that in its
normal condition the machine is resting on skids or runners, which may act as a
brake either when the machine is standing or when it is being brought t o rest,
and that it is lifted off the ground by the depression of the alighting wheels on
the admission of air-pressure to the cylinder by the port 9 ; the free running or
braking of the machine is therefore under the command of the pilot byivirtue of
his control of the pneumatic pressure valve.
The usual cup leather packing to prevent loss of air is provided a t h, and the
checkplate j is provided toarrestthe
downwardmotion of the ldunger, D
counterpart leather pad k and spring 2 being fitted to thepiston rod.
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